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I Past 13 
WHo let the Don out? 
nfltr Dog shows his spirit during 
HtiJHocvming events and barks out what it 
mctbis tobetpuke. 
■ Pan 15 
Digltallzlng vs. drawing 
Computer graphic images are taking the 
animation industry by storm. leaving 
hand-drawn cartoons in the dust. 
■ Pap 19 
Reaching goals 
Coach Tom Martin earned his 350th career win 
thanks to a two-goal performance by junior Ben 
Munro in a 6-0 victory over Radford University. 
Is**, n 
Spirit alive, game dead 






BY TRAVIS CI.INGENPEEL 
sports editor 
The last lime the Dukes left 
a Held victorious was Sept. 1, 
eight weeks ago. Stumbling 
and looking to regain their 
hold on a season that has seen 





toff phtli'itruphi ROBERT NATT/pfc*' tdiu>r 
Students covered In body paint, top. cheer on the Dukes at the Homecoming game Saturday afternoon with other fans eager for a home win. 
Senior Leigh Bondurant, bottom left, rides around Brldgeforth Stadium on the shoulders of alumnus Matt Babalan ( 00). Game-goers hold inflat- 
able nolsemakers passed out by NTELOS. Bottom right, the Dukes go head to-head with the Blue Hens trying to bring home a win. 
point lose four 
consecutive 
games by 10 
points or less, 
JMU came 
home to roost 
Saturday for a 
Homecoming 
match-up with the Blue Hens 
of the University of Delaware. 
Sparked by six JMU 
turnovers, the Blue Hens 
cruised to a 28-3 shellacking 
of the Dukes, who now have 
lost three in a row at 
Bridgeforth Stadium for the 
first time since 1990. 
The battle featured two 
young i|uarierba*:ks In 
Delaware's true freshman 
Mike Connor and |MU's red- 
shirt freshman Matt LeZotte. 
Anchored by an experi- 
enced offensive line and 
receiving crew, Connor won 
the battle of the fledgling sig- 
nal-callers, completing eight of 
15 passes for 122 yards. 
Already trailing 7-0, 
LeZotte struggled from the 
first possession when he threw 
his first of six interceptions on 
a second and 17 from JMU's 
own 19. 
JMU coach Mickey 
Matthews deflected blame off 
of his young quarterback. 
"It wasn't all Matt's 
doings," Matthews said. "It's 
the same anywhere; the quar- 
terback gets too much credit 
when you win and too much 
blame when you lose." 
Matthews went on to admit 
that LeZotte did not look sharp 
in practices the week before the 
game, noting overthrown balls 
to open receivers. 
LeZotte had five more pass- 
sft- HENS, page 20 
Enrollment levels 
after four year rise 
Projections show expected increase of only 
102 students over five years of enrollment 
nsrmmmmr BY LAURA COCHRAN AND 
LINDSAY MARTI 
contributing writer 
and news editor 
After increasing enrollment 
over four years to ■oconiHMXhH 
the rise in students applying to 
colleges and IWlWIWMi nation- 
wide JMU will hold enrollment 
at 15,000 until facilities an' reno- 
vated and an adequate number 
of faculty members are hired. 
JMU acknowledged the 
need for all public unnersimt 
and   colleges   to   expand   to 
accommodate the rise In the 
number of students applying to 
he college graduates m 199$ U 
reflected in the State Council ol 
Higher Kducation for Virginia's 
projections of public higher edu- 
cation institution enrollment 
The SCHEVs projections arc 
required!^ the Code of 




Political groups work to psych up 
voters for Va. Gubernatorial election 
KKII.YARt'MIBAII>',:rar*i...-./ii"i 
BY JAMES DAVID 
assistant news editor 
Through hosting events, 
handing out campaign litera- 
tim' and urging students to uti- 
lize absentee ballots, College 
Republicans and Democrats 
have labored with grassniots 
efforts to build support for 
their respective candidates to 
hopefully ensure victory 
tomorrow. 
The College Republicans 
have conducted lit drops — 
handing out campaign litera- 
ture — almost every Friday, 
according to senior Zak Moore, 
Colk'ge Republicans chairman. 
Iver\ house in 
Harrisonburg and many 
homes in Rockingham 
County received the informa- 
tion on Republican candi- 
dates, and the literature also 
included information about 
the loot! Board of Supervisors 
and Delegate races, according 
to Moore. 
The College Democrats 
conducted lit dnips in Fairfax 
County that also extended past 
the st.it,' ticket by including 
u 
I feel comfortable 
knowing that we have 
put everything we could 
into this campaign. 
— Zak Moore 
College Rcpublkan* chairman 
Chap I'eterson, 37th dMlid 
delegate candidate, according 
to senior l.ynette Diaz, presi- 
dent of the College Democrats. 
The gniup also plans to partic- 
ipate in lil drops in 
Harrisonburg to help the 
statew ide ticket as well as local 
delegate candidate Tracy Pyles, 
fnnn nearby Augusta County. 
"I have been very pleased 
with what we have accom- 
plished," Moore said. "Our 
members an' motivated and do 
a great job. 1 feel comfortable 
knowing that we have put 
everything we could into this 
lampaign." 
I >i,i/ said she thinks that the 
lil drops thus far have been 
successful. "I think voters need 
more information about this 
election — especially about the 
gubernatorial candidates 
because it's hard to take the 
television campaigning seri- 
ously. By doing door-to-door 
campaigning, there is less 
mudslinging and more posi- 
tive   representation.   It   also 
gives the voters a chance to 
have their        questions 
answered," she said. 
According to both Moore 
and Diaz, both group* set up 
voter registration drives and 
absentee ballot drives. 
Moore said, "We have col- 
lected and mailed in over a 
hundred absentee balk* appli- 
cations and dozens of voter 
registration forms." 
Diaz said, "Our main goal 
is to get students registered to 
vote and help them with 
receiving absentee ballots. We 
had a voter registration drive 
on the commons ... that was 
incredibly successful." 
The College Republicans 
attended several functions 
and rallies for candidates, 
according to Moore. At these 
events  "our members meet 
seeCKOVPS.pageS 
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR 
MONDAY, NOV. 5 
• Collect- R»-publicans weekly meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 402, for 
more inlomutkni. visit our Wfcb site, niiiv.jmutdufyr^/republicans 
TUESDAY, NOV. 6 
•   Come join Circle K! Have fun and help your communi- 
ty. Circle K meets every Tuesday at 6 p.m., Taylor 305, 
for more information,'contact Amy at aklrains@aol.com 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 7 
•  CARE weekly meetings, 7 p.m., Taylor 305, for 
more information, contact Erin Strine at Mrineem 
TO SUBMIT 
A DUKE DAY EVENT: 
E-mail James at The Breeze at davidjl with the information 
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.) 
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for 
a Thursday issue. 
POLICE LOG 
B> KlMBl Kill Ml Ki N/II 
polu i' rtpotttf 
JMU statl reported unknown persons 
removed a computer Irom the back of a truck 
Oct. 30 between 2:10 p.m. and 2:15 p.m. 
In other matters, campus police report the 
following: 
Petty Larceny 
• A JMU employee reported a hangtag 
stolen Irom a vehicle in G-lot Oct. 20 
between 9 a.m. and 11 p.m. 
• An envelope containing S50 reportedly 
was taken Irom a Greek Row dorm room 
Oct. 30 between 1.55 p.m. and 2 05 p.m. 
Underage Possession ol Alcohol 
• Jordan K. McCrum. 19. of Fredencksburg, 
was arrested and charged with underage 
possession ot alcohol in Weaver Hal! Nov. 2 
at 1 54 a m 
Underage Consumption of Alcohol 
• Two students weie judicially referred for 
underage consumption near Mr Chips Nov 
1 at 3:17 a.m. 
• A JMU student was judicially referred for 
underage consumption, non-compliance 
and obscene conducl Nov. 1 at 12:30 a.m. In 
the G-lot bus stop area. 
Property Damage 
• Unknown persons knocked over a motor- 
cycle causing damage to the right side m P- 
lot between Oct 25 at 8 p.m. and Oct. 26 at 
11:16 am, 
• William F. Maloney, 19, of Virginia Beach, 
was arrested and charged with two counts of 
property damage and falsely activating a fire 
alarm in Huffman Hall Nov. 1 at 8 36 p.m. 
Trespass Notice Issued 
• A non-student was issued a trespass 
notice for reportedly harassing a JMU 
employee Nov 1 al 9:04 am 
Number of parking tickets issued between 
Oct 22 and 28: 1217 
Number of drunk in public charges since 




High 59 Low 31 
High Low 
Tuesday           Sunny                    56 30 
Wednesday     Sunny                    65 35 
Thursday        Partly cloudy         68 35 
Friday              Sunny                   63 30 
MARKET WATCH 
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INFORMATION 
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed 
throughout James Madison university and the local Hamsonburg community 
Comments and oomplarts should Be addressed to Julie Sproesser, editor 
M?JIjyJJ"; *»c«°n phone number. 
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall 
James Madison University 
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807 
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How to place a classified Come to The Breeze 
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5pm 
Cost: $3 00 for the first 10 words. $2 for each 
additional 10 words; boxed classified. $10 
per column inch. 
Deadlines noon Friday for Monday issue, noon 
Tuesday for Thursday issue. 
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The 
Breeze office 
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CORRECTIONS 
In the Nov. 1 of The Breeze, econom- 
ics professor J. Berkley Rosser Jr was 
misquoted as using the word "Unitari- 
ans" to describe the Wa'habism ver- 
sion of Islam and the word "wahid" to 
describe their belief in Allah. He never 
used these words during the discus- 
sion panel 
g step above student housing] 
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L Boldly going 
A JMU alumnus shares information 
about the construction of the 
International Space Station. 
•M balow 
"Most Americans don't realize 
how big of a problem it is." 
J.J. SCOTT 
editorial assistant, The Journal 
of Mine Action 
n« below 
Bush to demand action 
from other nations 
BY MIKE ALLEN 
The Washington Post 
President George W. Buth 
plans to demand this week that 
countries act on their claims to 
be lighting terrorism rather than 
~"3nng only rhetorical support 
his war coalition, administra- 
l officials said Saturday. 
The officials also said Bush is 
making plans to try to build 
international opposition to 
Afghanistan's Taliban regime by 
enisling female leaders around 
the world lo hold events spot- 
lighting the regime's oppression 
ol women. 
■■. m SII .".,vi, 
Virginia 
U.S. making covert 
drive to win support 
for tribal leaders 
BY AI AN SIPRESS 
AND WAI.TKR  PlNCUS 
The Washington Post 
The United States is broad- 
ening its campaign against the 
Taliban by stepping up covert 
support lor ethnic Pashtuns in 
•outhem Afghanistan, but this 
effort remains lar less devel- 
oped than the U.S. military's 
coordination with anti-Taliban 
rebels in the north, according 
lo U.S. officials. 
Parallel to the bombardment 
of Taliban Ironl lines in northern 
Afghanistan, U.S. officials say 
they have been establishing 
secret communications with 
prospective allies within the 
Pashtun community in southern 
Afghanistan that provides the 
Taliban's base of support. 
see VS. page 6 
National 
National facility for 
vaccine production 
proposed 
BY ERIT PIANIN 
The Washington Post 
A federal anti-terrorism com- 
mission headed by Gov. 
James S. Gilmore III has rec- 
ommended the creation ol a 
national facility for the research 
and production of vaccines to 
combat biological terrorism. 
Arguing that- it will take direct 
government involvement to 
produce ample supplies of vac- 
cines for anthrax, smallpox and 
other deadly bio-organisms, 
commission members pro- 
posed establishing a govern- 
ment-owned, contractor-oper- 
ated national facility for the pro- 
duction of vaccines for espe- 
cially dangerous diseases. 
'T'he pnvale sector is unlikely 
to be the answer to some of 
the more difficult vaccine 
Issues," the panel said in its lat- 
est report to the president. 
The Defense Department 
has estimated that it would cost 
$1.5 billion to build a vaccine 
plant and operate it for 25 
years. Only one company, 
BioPort Corp., produces 
anthrax vaccine, but its factory 
has been unable to ship any 
doses for three years because 
of production problems. 
"A national laboratory (or the 
development and production of 
vaccines is vital for our nation 
to build up its defenses and 
respond to a massive biological 
attack," Gilmore said. 
The panel, created by 
Congress to assess domestic 
response capabilities lor terror- 
Ism involving weapons ol mass 
destruction, approved prelimi- 
nary recommendations in August 
that called for the creation of a 
homeland security advisor along 
the lines of the position created 
by President Bush last month 
and filled by lormer Pennsylvania 
Gov. Tom Ridge 
In the wake of the Sept. 11 
terrorist attacks, the panel 
rushed to prepare further rec- 
ommendations that were 
released this past week. They 
include improving health and 
medical capabilities to respond 
to the full scope of potential 
casualties Irom a terrorist 
attack, toughening immigration 
procedures and border control, 
Improving stale and local 
response to emergencies and 
clarifying the roles ol the mili- 
tary In responding to emergen- 
cies and providing law-enforce- 
ment assistance.   
Speakers stress land mine dangers 
DAVE K\M/stuffphotographer 
Margaret Buse. editor of The Journal of Mine Action, explains the land mine removal process. 
Amateur de-mlners have become a problem, the said. 
DAVE K]M/ua0phiHogrtipiwr 
Joe Lokey, deputy director of the Mine Action Information Center, explains the dangers of land 
mines deposited years ago that still remain active. 
BY BRANDON HUGHART 
contributing writer 
Land mines planted in the 
midst of battle stick around 
long after the soldiers have 
left the fields, creating a dan- 
gerous situation that is now 
resulting in about 26,000 
innocent victims a year, 
according to the Mine Action 
Information Center. 
MAIC, a JMU program 
devoted to promoting land 
mine awareness, held a panel 
discussion Thursday dealing 
with the ongoing internation- 
al problem and highlighting 
specific mine removal efforts 
in Latin America. 
MAIC, funded by the 
State Department, has the 
role of collecting and distrib- 
uting accurate Information 
about land mine related 
issues worldwide. According 
to Joe Lokey, MAIC'f deputy 
director, the best estimates 
suggest there are over 70 mil- 
lion land mines dispersed in 
countries across the globe. 
Thirty percent of the 26,000 
victims these mines injure 
every year are children, 
many of whom must live the 
rest of their lives with miss- 
ing limbs, he said. 
Mines also hinder humani- 
tarian efforts and render valu- 
able farmland unusable. "The 
problem lies in the land they 
deny, the people they hurt and 
the reconstruction they prohib- 
it," Lokey said. 
He spoke of Afghanistan, 
where mines deposited during 
the Soviet-Afghan War still 
remain active, killing up to 15 
people each day. The majority 
of these victims are among the 
masses of refugees currently 
streaming to the country's bor- 
ders, he said. 
According to Margaret 
Buse, editor of The Journal of 
Mine Action, the Organization 
of American States is an inter- 
national coalition (hat heads 
the Central American mine 
removal efforts. Its subsidiary 
group, Mission of Assistance 
for the Removal of Mines in 
Central America, is a task 
force composed of interna- 
tional experts who enter 
selected countries and train 
their armies in mine removal 
techniques. 
Buse stressed what an 
extremely slow and tense 
process mine removal is. 
Often in punishing heat and 
humidity, workers must 
wear full-body suits of pro- 
tective gear and methodical- 
ly search every inch of a sus- 
pected area, which is often 
thick with vegetation or 
debris. "Mines aren't planted 
in nice flat football fields," 
Lokey said. 
Amateur de-miners have 
become an international 
problem, according to Buse\ 
because they lack the proper 
training and tools. Many 
times these people have no 
choice, as the farm land they 
depend on is unusable 
because of the hidden mines 
it contains. Buse said one 
Nicaraguan farmer removed 
over 500 mines from his farm 
using only a shovel and 
machete. 
Suzanne Fiederlein is an 
MAIC research associate who 
spoke of mine awareness edu- 
cation and victim assistance. 
According to Fiederlein, 
organizations such as the OAS 
and the United Nations 
International Children's 
Emergency Fund work with 
federal and local governments 
and militaries to spread 
awareness through school- 
based community programs. 
Young children are taught 
how to know when mines are 
present and what to do if they 
see one, in the hopes that they 
will then relay this informa- 
tion to others in their home 
and community. 
OAS also plays a key role in 
providing physical and psycho- 
logical aid to survivors of mine 
blasts, said Fiederlein. Many 
times this includes economic 
reintegration, which can be dif- 
ficult if the survivor has been 
maimed in the accident. 
"Most Americans don't 
realize how big of a problem it 
is," said J.J. Scott, editorial 
assistant for The Journal of 
Mine Action. "(The) Mine 
Action Information Center is 
just trying to get the informa- 
tion out there." 
The {onmat cf Mine Action, 
staffed by JMU students, is a tri- 
yearly publication devoted to 
spreading mine awareness. 
Lokey urged JMU students 
to get involved with the publi- 
cation. "It's a global issue in 
which you can really make a 
difference,'' he said. 
Those interested can find 
more information at MAIC's 
Web site, umnv.maic.jmu.edu. 
Health, Human Services 
innovation center forms 
BY RBNBB KART 
contributing writer 
JMU recently formed a new 
Center (or Innovation in I lealth 
and Human Services to help 
develop programs that respond 
to the health needs of society. 
"The new center is designed 
as the catalyst for developing 
new programs in health and 
human services that are 
responsive to societal trends, 
community needs, and the 
unique strengths of the heath 
and human services programs 
at JMU," said JMU Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
Douglas Brown. 
The center will be a coordi- 
nating body to oversee new 
health programs. It will be used 
to enlarge existing programs 
and better organize new pro- 
grams to work well with the 
students and faculty involved, 
according to Brown. 
JMU students are currently 
involved in health programs. 
including occupational therapy, 
nursing, psychology and the 
doctoral psychology program, 
kinesiology, hearing disorders 
ind speech communication dis- 
orders. With the addition of new 
programs on the way, such as 
the new doctorate programs 
coming online, a main center 
was needed. Brown said. 
"We want to interact togeth- 
er to train students in order for 
us to develop an appropriate 
health program,'' said Brown 
said. "We have found out 
through experience that we 
need      a     cross-disciplinary 
approach to do it. This will 
become the hallmark for curric 
ular innovation at James 
Madison University." 
"Most of the health classes an? 
located in CISAT, but many such 
as those associated with psychol- 
ogy and kinesiology are offered 
on the main campus," Brown 
said. "This way we can oversee 
all the programs and make them 
as effective as possible." 
—46  
The center will promote 
collaboration and cross- 
disciplinary activities. 
-Vida Huber 
professor. ISAT associate dean 
99- 
Nursing professor and asso- 
ciate dean of the JMU College of 
Integrated Science and 
Technology, Vida Huber, will 
serve as the center's director. 
Huber is now forming a steer- 
ing committee to oversee center 
activities. 
"The work of the steering 
committee will be seen as trend 
setting as we move toward more 
sophisticated models of curricu- 
lum development and program 
innovation," Brown said. 
Huber said, "The center will 
promote collaboration and 
cross-disciplinary activities. 
[We] are forging alliances with 
other campus programs and 
collaborative relationships with 
entities outside JMU to promote 
the integration of teaching, 
learning, research and service." 
A cross-university task force 
comprised of a wide variety of 
faculty and students gave the 
recommendation for the center, 
which is charged to define and 
direct |MU programs in health 
and human services. Students in 
the health programs are heavily 
involved as each program is 
developed, and the students are 
also a tool to work on already 
available classes as well as 
future curriculum develop- 
ment. Brown said. 
The first thing the task force 
did was to talk to potential stu- 
dents interested in the health 
programs and graduate stu- 
dents from the health programs. 
Ihis allowed the task force to 
determine what the needs are 
and what would aid the stu- 
dents most effetti\cl\ 
New students look at the 
classes ottered as well as the 
extra-curricular opportunities 
they have. The center is work- 
ing hard to make sure these pro- 
grams are up-to-date and well 
planned, according to Brown. 
Recently, many graduate stu- 
dents have come back to do 
more advanced work, and the 
center is very focused on making 
that easier for the graduate stu- 
dents to do, according to Brown 
With work well underway, 
the center is expected to be fully 
functional by the 2002-'03 aca- 
demic year, according to a JMU 
press release. 
CHRIS LABmA/sluff ph,totraph*r 
JMU alumnus Greg Meeks shares space station Information. 
Space station 
examination 
BY KIMBERLY MCKENZIE 
staff writer 
A JMU alumnus returned 
Friday to talk about the 
International Sp.ue Station and 
the progress being made on it. 
Greg Meeks, a 1985 graduate 
of the physics department, is a 
technical liaison at the Space 
Station Processing Facility at the 
Kennedy Spaa' Center. 
The International Space 
Station is the work of 16 nations: 
Belgium, Denmark. France, 
Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Norway, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, the 
United Kingdom, Japan, Russia, 
the United States, Canada and 
Brazil. 
When the Station \$ COH1 
plete, it will be a world-class 
laboratory.    Its    construction 
began in 1995. 
"We hope it will produce 
new industries and new medi- 
ont's." Meeks said. The 
International Space Station will 
attaUlah an unprecedented 
state-of-the-art laboratory com- 
plex in orbit of Farth, according 
to the Shuttle Press Kit Web site, 
u'U'ir '.hnttUyrcsskit.coni. 
According to Meeks, the 
space station is the next step in 
space travel. 
"We have entered an era 
where hopefully we will have a 
manned presence in space," 
Meeks said. 
One of the purposes of 
building the space station is to 
teach people how to live in 
space   in   preparation   for   a 
see HOISTOX. page 8 
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Virginia Tech backs student 
decisions to join military efforts 
B^  KIKK COMPTON 
The Collegiate Junes 
Since the terrorist .ut.uk-. of 
Sept 11, mart) questions have 
been raised about the stabilin ol 
the U.S. military and those who 
choose to join. 
students who wish lo 
leave Virginia Tech can do so 
without penalty from the 
school, Wanda Dean, univer- 
sit\ registrar said. 
'\\c certainly don't want 
students to be penalized,' 
Dean said. 
After a student (Jccidea to 
join the military, the regis- 
trar's office points them in 
the right direction to help 
them close off their academic 
and personal obUnttON OH 
campus, Dean said.     . 
Col. Ed Schwabe, deputy 
commandant of the Corps of 
Cadets, said a staff member 
already was called up to at live 
duty after being on reserve. 
Schwabe said every year 
approximately 80 percent of 
the Corps, or 100 student-., go 
into one of the three branches 
of the military. 
Schwabe also said a stu- 
dent can choose to go into ser- 
vice before being called to 
duty if his or her Corps unit 
can spare them. 
A stud.'iil can petition their 
commanding officer if they are 
called up to join the reserves," 
Schwab* Mia 
I reshman Stacy Jones 
said he has friends and par 
ents of friends who have 
been called up to duty since 
Sept. II. He said he w*ll 
serve after leaving Tech. 
"After 1 graduate, I have a 
four year Naval ROTC commit- 
ment," Jones said. 
(ones said he BglUB U ith tin- 
United States' retaliation 
anfaal the bMban, and it the 
situ.ituin were to get worse he 
would consider joining the fight 
againal terrorism 
"I would be glad to go and 
Berve my country; it is the na 
I0n I joined the Corps.' he mid 
Although Schwabe said he 
feels the chance of a draft occur- 
ring is unlikely at this time, it is 
not out of the question in the 
long term. 
"In the short term it will 
be considered unlikely, but if 
the war goes on over a matter 
of years, and over other parts 
of the war then it i-. a possi 
bility," Schwabe said. 
Students who leave school 
for active military sen ice. either 
by being called up by the 
reserves or voluntarily leaving. 
will be able to withdraw from 
the university without punitive 
action. Dean aakJ 
This means students will 
receive refunds of their tuitions, 
fees, and room and board pay- 
ments, regardless of the point in 
the semester at which they 
leave, she said. 
Students called up for duty 
must provide a copy of the 
orders, she said. 
Some students began pro 
viding the documents at the 
end of September, Dean said. 
"Students are advised to talk 
to their advisers," she said. 
Dean said the policies 
about student military ser- 
vice were put in place dur- 
ing Operation Desert Storm 
in 1991. 
"We felt very positive to our 
reaction to Operation Desert 
Storm/* she said. 
During Desert Storm, the 
federal government passed a 
law allowing students in 
active military service to 
delay repayment of their 
student loans. 
Otherwise, students have to 
repay loans after they leave 
school. The government is 
expected to pass a similar law 
tor t )peration Restore Hope, 
Dean arid 
Four U. Michigan student 
reservists called up for duty 
BY CASEY BHRLICH 
Michigan Datlx 
Pout University ot Mu hjgan 
students are  among  tin-  hurt 
drada of National Guard 
reeerviata who recently have 
been called up for military duty. 
Although reservists are not 
required to accept service calls, 
students BOOM Michigan hava 
left   universities  in  order  to 
patrol   bridges   between   the 
United   States  and   Canada   in 
SaultSte. Mane and I Vtroit 
Reservists also are Stationed 
,it every airport in the state to 
pro* Ide extra an urtty 
Their lengths of service can 
range between two and six 
months, depending on where 
they are stationed 
With more reservists expect- 
ing to he called. University ot 
Michigan administrators are 
faced with the responsibility of 
academically and financially 
accommodating these students 
so they will not be unduly 
penalized for leaving school 
due to military service. 
"The uimersitv wants to be 
.is helpful as they can," 
Associate     I manual     Aid 
Director   Margaret   Rodriguez 
said. "They want to be sup- 
portive to anyone who is 
called up." 
t sroid    Nurte    aaaiatanl 
dean for academic affairs of 
the college of Literature, 
Science and the Arts, said no 
standard policy can be instat- 
ed across all the different 
schools and colleges within 
the university. He added that 
each circumstance will be 
dealt with individually. 
"The university will be 
particularly flexible so stu- 
dents are not penalized 
respecting academic work and 
tuition," Nurse said. 
Students called to active 
duty during the academic 
year may have the option of 
taking an incomplete for a 
class and finishing it Niter. 
withdrawing from a course 
or completing the count's 
workload early. 
Kach instance depends upon 
how tar along a student is in the 
semester, the length of the 
absence and the specific policies 
of the program. 
The Office of Financial Aid 
also plans to accommodate 
reservists who are on financial 
aid, intending to continue to 
pay the living expense compo- 
nent of a student's financial 
package while suspending 
money for tuition until the stu- 
dent returns. 
The federal government has 
provided guidance for the uni- 
versity and suggested that treat- 
ment of each case be as lenient 
as p<*ssible. 
Tuition refunds or loan defer- 
rals may be allowed depending 
on the student's needs. 
CHficer Candidate Kacie 
Foster-Merk of the Michigan 
Army National Guard said most 
reservists participating in the 
mobilization are not students. 
Nevertheless, the National 
Guard is working closely with 
students and has given them 
the option of taking Internet 
courses or transferring to 
Michigan State University or 
I ansing Community College 
where they can continue to 
attend school. 
"Professors have been 
incredible," Foster-Merk said. 
Only reservists for the 
National Guard can be called to 
KT\ ice; university students in 
the Reserve Officer Training 
Corps program will not be 
called unless there is a full mili- 
tary mobilization. 
Iowa State professors concerned about free speech 
BY ANNA HOLLAND 
town Slate Daily 
As university professors 
nationwide receive criticism for 
statements they've made since 
Sept. 11, questions are begin- 
ning to surface about the impor- 
tance of the freedom of speech 
on college campuses 
But so far, the classroom 
First Amendment rights of fac- 
ulty have not been challenged 
in regard to the terrorist 
attacks at Iowa State 
University, faculty said. 
Faculty Senate President- 
elect Max Wortman refuses to 
negotiate on this constitu- 
tional right 
"Free speech is extraordinar- 
ily important," he said. 
Wortman, professor of man- 
agement, said college campuses 
always have been a place where 
major events begin. 
"The university is normally 
the harbinger of things to 
come," he said. "What happens 
on campus is ultimately what 
happens in society as a whole." 
If Wortman's statement is 
true, people across the nation 
may soon face criticism for 
anti -American statements 
and actions. 
A University of New Mexico 
history professor may face disci- 
pline   for   joking   about   the 
Pentagon attack tndaai 
Alumni of University ol 
Texas in Austin threatened to 
pull donations if administrators 
refuse lo fire a journalism pro- 
lessor who wrote a column for 
the Houston Chronicle. The col- 
umn suggested the United 
States may have prompted the 
terrorist attacks. 
A professor at College of the 
I loly Cross who told his secre- 
tary to take down an American 
flag was bombarded with hate 
mail and angry phone calls. 
A library assistant at the 
University of California-Los 
Angeles was suspended with- 
out pay for five days after he 
sent    an    e-mail    criticizing 
\meru.in support for Israel. 
Ben Stone, executive director 
ot the Iowa Civil Liberties 
Union, said free speech is vital 
in the nation's current situation. 
It- important that in 
theee times, efforts [to censor] 
be resisted," he said. "There's 
a natural tendency to sup- 
press dissent ... but these are 
times when all viewpoints 
rtttd to be considered." 
Stone said only tenured pro- 
fessors "have pretty strong First 
Amendment rights." Non- 
tenured professors, who may 
not have a position the follow- 
ing year, "are more at risk " 
Administrators who may feel 
pressure to discipline professors 
who express an unpopular opin- 
ion "need to keep in mind their 
duty to the greater good ... [and [ 
the general founding idea of the 
promotion of thoughtful dis- 
course," Stone said. 
Steffen Schmidt, university 
professor of political science, 
said many universities have 
speech codes. 
"The university can — but 
really should not — tell profes- 
sors what to say and how to 
say it," he said. "All universi- 
ties should encourage profes- 
sors to speak out and express 
their views." 
Schmidt also said professors 
have a responsibility to help 
students understand issues." 
The best way to do that, 
he said, is to "try to enlighten 
them instead of spreading 
propaganda, for or against 
the government." 
It's important to realize the 
freedom of speech protects not 
only the professors, but anyone 
who wishes to speak against 
them, Schmidt said. 
"It's a two-way street," he 
said. "When professors say 
things that make people angry 
... those people also have a 
right to respond. Hopefully, 
they have." 
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SOUKOnHM 
Opens in theaters December 26 
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY @ Grafton Stovall Theatre 
10:00 PM Tuesday, November 6, 2001 
> FREE ADMISSION while passes last 
IMF0?: call 568-6217 • www.upb.org 
• Passes available at Taylor Hall, Room 203. 
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Presented in association with University Program Board. 
Help Yourself, A Friend, Or 
A Loved One 
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experience. 
* Panel Discussion including UHC, CSDC, & Mr. George 
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University Health Center. 
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Development projects aim to accommodate enrolled 
DEVELOPMENT from ,wge I 
Virginia. 
JMU complied by mi mwlllll 
undergr.ndu.itc enrollment by 
3,500 students from 1995 to 
2000. The increase levi I,,I nut 
the student population at about 
15,000during the 1W920IXI .1, ,i 
demic year. Director of Media 
Relations Fred I lilton said. 
"From 1993 to now. the uni- 
versity has seen ■ great increase 
in the number of students 
enrolled,'' Hilton said "Crow* 
has outstripped the planned 
expansion that was set when 
the university decided to accept 
more students." 
■ The projections for devel- 
opment that were intended to 
be implemented during the 
four years of expansion 
(including building renova- 
tions) between 1995 and 1999. 
however, have not kept pace 
with this growth, according 
to the JMU Centennial 
Facilities Plan. 
JMU was beginning to suffer 
negative effects because of its 
overpopulated student body, so 
an effort to stabilize enrollment 
numbers began in 1999, accord- 
ing to Hilton. 
lacking i.mlities. technolo- 
gy and funds, the uniu-i-itv 
w.i-.it .1 km he Hid 
in  the i995-'96 academic 
year, the student body consisted 
of 11.927 undergraduates and 
graduate*,   according   to   the 
i 'iii.e of Institutional IcstmiUi 
The following year, an 
in. lease of about a thousand 
students brought the total lo 
12.963, according to OIR, and, 
for the next several yearly grad- 
ual mi nan* brought the 2000- 
'01 undergraduate and gradu- 
ate enrollment to 11,961. 
In 1999, JMU President 
Linwood Rose pledged to stop 
the current growth in popula- 
tion due to the circumstances 
that were created when devel- 
opment of the university did 
not match the surge of new stu- 
dents in the mid '90s. 
July 2001 Office of 
Institutional Research notes 
state that "JMU will st.ibili/e 
enrollment, but in BOOM years 
the actual fall head count will be 
higher than projections due to 
increased retention, more grad- 
uate students, et cetera 
with an enmllmcnt as 
large as JMU's, a  variance as 
small as 1 percent can create a 
.tillerenceof 150 students ..The 
goal is to ensure that enrollments 
are predictable for many years 
while understanding that in any 
i me year the actual may differ by 
100 to 200 students from projec- 
tions,' according to OIR. 
u 
Growth has outstripped 
the planned expansion 
that was set when the 
university decided to 
accept more students. 
-Fred Hilton 
director of Media Relations 
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OIR approved enrollment 
projections by SCHEV project 
that undergraduate and gradu- 
ate enrollment will be between 
14,982 and 15,087 students each 
school year from 2001 to 2005. 
Rose expects to maintain a 
consistent    admissions    level 
until developmental projects 
can match the demands of the 
students, according to Hilton. 
"Colleges statewide agreed 
to meet their demands," Hilton 
said. "At the time, JMU had a 
long range of plans for expan- 
sion, so they began to increase 
enrollment. F.nrollment will be 
stabilized until the university 
feels confident enough that the 
l.uilities and faculty are at a 
level to support more stu- 
dents'' 
Recent development con- 
centrated on science and tech 
nology to meet the demands 
MKiety holds for a higher stan 
dard of education in these areas, 
according to the Centennial 
Report. The new CISAT 
Building that houses the 
College of Integrated Science 
and Technology, the health and 
health sciences departments 
and a variety of other classes, 
was a response to this demand. 
Hill. >n said. 
The current demands for 
expansion have shifted from the 
sciences lo the arts. 
Construction of a Center for the 
Arts is in the plans as a major 
priority, according to Hilton 
Currently, art and theater 
students are inconvenienced in 
the aged buildings that house 
their majors, and many of their 
classes are spread out between 
buildings. An expanded 
amount of students on campus 
intensifies the need for renova- 
tions in these areas. 
Only one new fine arts facil- 
ity, the Music Building, has 
been added to the campus since 
the 1960s, according to the 
Centennial Report Trie report 
also states that Theatre II, 
which holds School of Theatre 
and Dance administrative 
offices, classrooms and faculty 
offices is a former chicken 
hatchery built by Wampler 
Farms in 1922. 
Planned renovation projects 
are teamed up with hopes of 
hiring new professors to equip 
an adequate staff to support the 
15,000 students currently 
enrolled, according to Hilton. 
Current students feel the 
negative effects in both of these 
areas Putting a limit on the 
number of those admitted 
evokes a positive response 
within the student body. 
Senior  Anne  Agnew  said, 
"We don't have enough teach- 
ers to support more than 15,000 
students. From here we need to 
build up the overall environ- 
ment including technology and 
professors. With new profes- 
sors, we can also add to the 
diversity of classes offered to 
the students." 
Inadequate space in the 
classrooms stunts the learning 
process, according to senior 
Todd Burroughs. He said there 
is barely enough room for the 
students now, and attention 
immediately needs to be given 
to this problem. 
Changes around campus are 
pending the votes of a General 
Assembly meeting in January. 
The assembly will decide if 
JMU will be granted money for 
expansion directly or in the 
form of a bond. Hilton said the 
university may also utilize pri- 
vate contributions to make 
these changes If funding is 
approved, renovations should 
begin in the next year, according 
to Hilton. 
He said the university will 
not increase enrollment again 
until the needs for more faculty 
and renovations are met 
Groups campaign door-to-door to inform voters 
GROUPS, from pagt 1 
and get to know the people 
they are volunteering for." 
In addition, the College 
Republicans planned and host- 
ed a reception for current I t 
Gov. John Flager, according to 
Moore. "Although he is not . 
running for office, he spoke of 
this year's elections and the 
important role that College 
Republicans can play 
"We [also] put together and 
hosted a Youth Rally, the. was 
one of our biggest successes," 
Moore said. "It brought the 
College Republicans and the 
community together for a great 
event. It is something we plan 
to host every fall." 
The College Republicans' 
efforts did  not go unnoti.nl 
The College Republicans at 
JMU have been a vital part ut all 
projects we have undertaken." 
s.ml Susanna Obcnshain. 
Farley campaign coordinator 
for the City of Harrisonburg. 
"We value their commitment to 
elect all Republican candidates, 
and without their help many 
projects would not have been 
undertaken." 
During one lit drop event, 
the College Democrats found 
themselves in throws of poiitu I 
on a personal level. During a 
high school football game, the 
College I >t■mm,its found them- 
selves passing out literature 
while the Republican opponent 
was .it the game. 
"As we stroll up we nohce 
an older man passing out litera- 
ture for the opponent; what we 
didn't realize was that was the 
opponent himself," junior 
David l nun said. "The odds 
were 20-to-l and by the end of 
the night almost every person 
in that stadium had a blue 
Chap Peterson (Democrat) 
sticker. The best part, was 
watching our opponents face 
when he saw 20 of us stroll up. 
It's a great feeling knowing you 
i.in get under the competition's 
skin soe.lsilv ' 
For Democrats, a Nov. 6 vic- 
tory holds progressive promises 
for the state. 
"Warner is someone who I 
feel everyone can relate to no 
matter what party they might 
belong to," junior Jennifer Frit/ 
said   Tor one. he is fiscally con- 
servative Secondly, he is bilin- 
gual, which I believe is an indis- 
pensable asset considering the 
trends of America's population 
and the increasing diversity 
within our country. Finally, as a 
student of parents who are both 
teachers, I fully support Warner 
because I know he understands 
the needs not only of teachers, 
but also students. 
"I'm hoping Mark Warner 
will give teachers in this great 
st.ite .1 stronger voice as well," 
she said. "For college students 
such as myself, Warner is deter- 
mined to provide us with better 
funding and not put more 
money into a car tax plan. 
Education is the key to the 
future, not how much money 
one has in their wallet." 
For Republicans, a Nov. 6 
victory will keep Virginia on the 
same track. 
"I am supporting Mark 
Earley because I believe he is 
the right man for the job," 
junior Adam Dudik said. 
"Earley and the Republicans 
have helped [lower] the car tax, 
freeze (instate] college tuition 
and lower it by 20 percent and 
abolish parole. As governor, 
Earley will continue to support 
the hard-working people of 
Virginia ... Earley will help ini- 
tiate teacher competency test- 
ing to assure that the highest 
quality teachers are educating 
those who will soon be attend- 
ing colleges and universities in 
Virginia. Mark Earley has a 
plan,   and   that   plan   is   for 
Virginia to once again be the 
best state in the nation. 
[Former Virginia Governors] 
George Allen and James 
Gilmore have brought the com- 
monwealth a long way. and 
Mark Earley will continue to 
help Virginia take huge steps in 
the right direction." 
Sophomore Chris Bast high- 
lighted the importance of vot- 
ing when he said, "This is espe- 
cially important to our age 
group. No matter whom you 
vote for, the important thing on 
Nov. 6 is to get out and vote If 
our age group increases it's 
participation in the electoral 
process, then candidates in the 
future will have to increase 
their focus on our age group 




assantAtten Ski Resort 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
Lifts. Rentals, Retail Shop, Food Service, 
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and get a free tux rental 
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U.S. to seek support of 
Afghan ethnic group in 
campaign against Taliban 
NEWS 
"The U.S. is trying to help 
everyone we can find to help," 
•-.ml I '-'fmse Secretary Donald 
Rumsfeld "We keep adding 
more people everv week, in 
terms of those who are con- 
ntcted* or in communication 
and in \ arying degrees of rela- 
tionship with us, that we can 
begin to provide more and 
mote .is--iM.ince." 
The use of U.S. Navy fight- 
er-bombers Usl week to pro- 
tect I Limit! Kar/ai, a southern 
opposition leader on ,i mission 
to win defection! among his 
fellow Puhtuns, during an 
.itt.uk by Taliban forces was 
one example of the links that 
have been established 
between the United States end 
iht'M' commanders 
Vnmr  .ulministr.ihon   oil. 
dab have identified the fate •>* 
the south as the single most 
important factor in determining 
u hether the U.S. military cam- 
paign against the T.ilikin and 
the terrorist network it shdtcn 
■eanil 
US. officials are wary of an 
outcome that delivers the north 
to the Northern Alliance, which 
draws its support from non- 
Pashtun ethnic minonh.-s ,in<i 
has long been fighting the 
Taliban, but leaves the south in 
Taliban hands. This could 
thwart the US. goal of creating 
a stable, friendly Afghanistan 
when Saudi exile Osama bin 
I adenand his militant al-Qaida 
units no longer find haven. 
Conflicting reports are 
emerging from Afghanistan 
about whether Pashtun com- 
manders have begun abandon- 
ing Taliban leader Mohammad 
< >mar or have closed ranks 
behind him in the face of 
American bombing. "I hear 
periodically about defections 
and uprisings," Rumsfeld told 
reporters on his airplane before 
•>rn\ mg yesterday in Moscow. 
Unlike the US effort in the 
north, which is a more tradi- 
tional military campaign that 
will be won or lost through ter- 
ritorial gains, US. war planners 
and intelligence officials in the 
south are using a variety of 
means to encourage individual 
Pashtun tribes and villages to 
turn against the Taliban 
"A lot of people are pon- 
dering things now," a State 
Department official said. "At 
-.ome point, people will make 
their choice. It will happen 
when they see where their 
future lies, if they conclude the 
Taliban is finished." 
American offldah en io«>k 
mg to encourage defections by 
bombing Taliban forces from the 
air. But the United SbrtBi aaM i-< 
soeking tum.ike the ouster of the 
Taliban more appealing to local 
Alghans by promising humani- 
tarian .ml and major reamstruc- 
tion of the country once the cur- 
rent regime has fallen. 
But the key to winning 
I'ashtun defections, ...Imim-.tr.) 
tion oftiu.iK laid, b to provide 
an alternative worth defecting 
to. Southern commanders are 
not aboul to rwttdi aUegiancea 
to the Northern Alliance, which 
largely draws its support from 
ethnic U/beks and Tajiks who 
have long rivaled and waned 
■gSM the P.ishtuns 
As a result, U.S. officials 
have made a considerable push 
to help assemble a braid oppo- 
sition front that includes the 
Northern Alliance as well as 
forces allied with the former 
Afghan king Mohammad Aihir 
Shah, who was heir to a 2011- 
year-old Pashtun dynasty, and 
other Pashtun dignitaries U.S. 
officials ate looking to create a 
supreme national council that 
would lay the groundwork for 
an interim government. 
"What we would like to do 
is strengthen the supreme 
council and tor Pashtuns to 
be brought into it," the senior 
administration official said. 
"We   (must)   flesh   out   this 
supreme council so that peo- 
ple will see this as a serums, 
ongoing concern." 
Rivalries in Afghanistan s 
myriad tribal groups have 
stymied that effort. A confer- 
ence of opposition delegates 
scheduled for Turkey, few exam- 
ple, repeatedly has been post- 
poned because of travel difficul- 
ties and squabbling. U.S. offi- 
cials hope the meeting now will 
take place in the coming days. 
"It's moving along. It's 
never as fast as you would like 
it to be," a State Department 
official said. 
We do not want to 
control them, we only 
want them responsive 
to our goals. 
— intelligence officer 
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The U.S. southern strategy 
has tapped into more than 800 
largely-Pashtun clerics, tribal 
elders and commanders who 
met |ust over the Pakistani bor- 
der two weeks ago. Called 
together by a former Pashtun 
warlord and spiritual leader, Pir 
Syed Ahmed (iailani, most came 
from their homes in Afghanistan 
while a few have been in exile It 
v\ as there that CIA and Pakistani 
intelligence officers made their 
initial contact. 
The CIA has found itself 
reiving heavily on the 
Pakistani Interservices 
Intelligence agency, which 
helped create the Taliban and 
remained its chief backer until 
Pakistan's president. Gen. 
Pervez Musharraf, took steps 
to sever those ties in 
September. An American intel- 
ligence official said the CIA is 
"using whatever means neces- 
sary" to recruit a few com- 
manders on its own to ensure 
a channel of information unal- 
tered by Pakistan. 
But the United States finds 
itself short of seasoned experts 
in Afghanistan and with few 
analysts or officers who can 
speak Pashloand Dari and who 
have long-standing relations 
with Afghans. 
After American-backed 
mu|aheddin fighters ousted the 
Soviet-backed government 
from Kabul in IW2, the United 
States lost interest in 
Afghanistan and played little 
role in trying to help establish a 
rww political order. American 
ties to Afghan forces eroded, as 
did Afghan respect for the 
United States. 
"We've had to get to know 
people," a senior administra- 
tion official slid. 
As a result, much of the 
southern operations are being 
run by the Pakistani intelligence 
agency; exploiting its long 
standing ties with Pashtun war- 
lords, an intelligence official 
■aid. This has raised serious 
concerns among some 
American officials and Afghan 
opposition groups about 
whether the U.S. opposition 
strategy is being undermined 
by ISI officers who remain sym- 
pathetic to the Taliban. 
Commanders who might 
agree to work with these for- 
eign agencies were offered 
covert communications by 
radio or messages transmitted 
by individuals, to avoid possi- 
ble interception of calls, a U.S. 
intelligence official said 
The commanders also are 
being told "we do not want to 
control them, we only want 
them responsive to our goals," 
an intelligence officer said. 
"None of these guys is going 
to shift before they know they 
are part of a bandwagon," the 
official said. 'They will be shift- 
ing their alliances back and 
forth and we know that." 
Bush calls for less rhetoric, 
more action from allies 
BL'SH./rompage3 
White House officials said 
Muslim women will be asked to 
play a prominent role Bush 
plans a similar effort to draw 
attention to evidence of drug 
dealing by Osama bin Liden's 
al-Qaida network. 
The disclosures came at the 
end of what White I louse offi- 
cials concede has been the most 
trying week of the war. With 
increasing criticism in the Arab 
world, the United States could 
point to little measurable 
progress toward finding and 
eliminating Osama bin Laden, 
destroying the current govern- 
ment of Afghanistan or creating 
a replacement for it. At home, 
the administration faced increas- 
ing questions about its initially 
plodding rvsjxxtse to the mailed 
anthrax and moro uncertainty 
when a New York City woman 
died of exposure to anthrax from 
an unknown source. 
Administration officials 
said they are confident pub- 
lic support for Bush remains 
strong, but concede they face 
a challenge in maintaining 
that momentum. 
Bush has had little new to 
say about the war on terrorism 
rina his news conference on 
Oct. 11, and White House offi- 
cials hope he will recapture the 
public's attention this week 
with four major speeches that 
are designed to advance the 
various fronts in the war. 
"This is Stage 2," a Bush 
adviser said. "The first one 
was rallying the American 
people. Now he wants to 
reassure the country and 
implement his strategy." 
The message about acting 
against terrorism, to be deliv- 
ered Saturday in a speech to the 
United Nations General 
Assembly, appears to be aimed 
at unspecified countries that 
condemned bin Laden follow- 
ing the Sept. 11 attacks but, in 
the administration's view, have 
done little since then to dislodge 
the international terrorists 
Washington accuses them of 
harboring. In that context, 
administration officials have 
mentioned both Syria and Iran. 
Bush's speech is the first 
public sign of administration 
efforts to strengthen the coali- 
tion before expanding the war 
beyond Afghanistan, amid indi- 
cations that he could lose many 
members depending on the 
next target, which some admin- 
istration officials argue should 
be Iraq. 
Bush has told nations that 
"either you are with us, or you 
are with the terrorists," but has 
added that he understands that 
different nations will help with 
the military, law enforcement, 
intelligence and financial fronts 
of his war. A senior administra- 
tion official, previewing the 
speech, said that remains fine 
with the president. 
"On the other hand, you 
have to do something" the offi- 
cial said. "If there are problems 
in your country, we expect you 
to address them. We don't 
expect that many countries 
would send military personnel 
outside of their countries. But 
we do expect that if. you have 
terrorist cells within your coun- 
try that you will take action." 
Bush's new emphasis was 
foreshadowed Thursday dur- 
ing a briefing by national 
security adviser Condoleezza 
Rice, who said the adminis- 
tration is negotiating for sup- 
port from "countries that 
have a past, so to speak — 
and maybe even a present — 
in harboring terrorism." 
The U.N. speech on 
Saturday is part of a week-long 
diplomatic offensive by Bush 
that begins Tuesday with a 
satellite address to a Poland 
conference on combating terror- 
ism, continues Wednesday with 
a Washington meeting with 
British Prime Minister Tony 
Blair, and culminates next week 
with three days of meetings 
with Russian President 
Vladimir Putin in Washington 
and at Bush's ranch in Texas. 
In Bush's weekly radio 
address, he called the mailing of 
letters containing anthrax "a 
second wave of terrorist attacks 
upon our country." On 
Thursday, Bush plans to travel 
outside Washington for a 
speech that administration offi- 
cials hope will put him as firm- 
ly in command of the domestic 
war on terrorism as his Sept. 20 
address to Congress did on the 
international side. 
Tuesday Nov. 6th- The Spectacular Sounds of 
"InfeCtiOuS Organisms" 
Wednesday Nov. 7th- 
      $5.00 cover 
College rock 
at its best with 
"Angel TearS"  .Guest 
"Shades Of Me" 
$5.00 cower 
Saturday Nov. IQth- hJM.fy&Jt 
The Greatest College Cover Band in the Land 
Mr. GreengeneS" 
Advance Tickets available at Mainstreet & Plan 9 in Harnsonburg. Tickets are $10.00. 
432.9963 
All Shows 18 a up. Unless Otherwise Noted! 
Mainstreet Is Perlecthj Located at 153 South Mainstreet Harhsonburg 
What is this 
fish thing onywaij? 
Am I missing something? TKMCOIT tn+im 
«*(hui Ktucli » Hie Greek word (or heh Earty Chrttd.nl uM 
it M • symbol for their forth The letters m ichhus lorn an 
•antic Handing lor Jesus IS Chnst I en) God I ltd) Son (u) 
and Si. 0' (at 
Why people IMI compete1 to put it on their cars we rully 
don't know For many it'i kkel, ■ mpli ttmiodir ol Jwut 
(ioiouj! and Nl dtoo% of rlofeillov* and toowtntu Two 
thousand years aoa ha haaltd people, astonished ciowdi with 
his teaching, and claimed to ba Coda ITIiaoal Son (Una), the 
Messiah ICfcrlltoil. 
Ha aaid hia mission waa to coma into tha worid to ba our 
Savor (Sofa/) by baing crucified tor our lir.i Sound weird? K 
ia Reellyweird But hint of it h« war God ri perfect end 
ware not. Jtaua came to ba a remedy for that Ha la offering 
complete forgtvansss That alight not mean much to you today, 
out It wM mean a whole tot someday whan you turn to go 
before the God ol the unrnrss Ota know! everything I 
Jesus came lo be e mediator between you and God He 
died in you place, for your aina, so that your conscience could 
be cleansed before your Maker la be stated, he Is the way. 
tha truth, and tha Ida Uohn 14 6) Thus he offers a lorgrvtneti 
r< -.nan I gel anywhere else He. the Lamb of God who lakes 
iwi.lhe sine of rhi world (John I 29). 
But tha weirdnees doeen I atop there After dying for our 
ana Iher Jteue oatiid up ha imiiing damn by nsmg horn 
the dead Juet aa he aald he would The one who conquered 
death * the one who can give you bts 
Now. you rrmjN be tanking Enough theology already . 
«hal can Jtsue do "or me todey'Goad queetlon touknew 
^•lning,oureookihglor,iik(.'Butna»e.se.mloW» 
Well it isn't an it it's a parson God. 
Jesus It the way lo knew Gad personally And knowing 
God it whatgrtes life to He. He! whal we re all looking lor. 
deep down Nothmgelei will ulimelery satisfy us. Not money 
sai. clothes, can. good looks, good grades, popularity. 
**e*>|, boyfriends girlfriends, or fun It BJM won't work 
Are you curious what It a fej to know Jatut Chrtet? Don't 
worry, you won I have to put anything on your car All you 
haw to da It got htm a fair that at your heart. You can call 
out lo hen right now and aak hit to ajaaj «, yog, aft &,, 
simple prayer piet invite han In) If you realy mean «. he wll 
To loam more abort Jesus Christ, read \lotwT at he 
Bible And look for EveryStodtnt com on ha Wab 
Are t J missing someone? 
EveryStudent.com 
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Many Arabs detained in wake of Sept. 11 
BY AMY GOLDSTEIN 
The Washington Post 
Exactly 23 minutes before 
suspected terrorist plot Iwfcl 
Mohamed Atta acquired a 
Florida driver's license, a 28- 
year-old Pakistani gas station 
attendant got his license 
renewed at the same motor 
vehicles' branch. For that rea- 
son, Mohammad Mubeen was 
standing in a tiny courtroom 
wearing an orange |umpsuit last 
Monday afternoon, one of more 
than 1.100 people ensnared in a 
nationwide hunt for terrorists. 
In urgent, rapid-fire Urdu. 
Mubeen pleaded to be released. 
Tine, he had entered the United 
Slates illegally, he told the |udge 
through a translator. But he said 
he simply did not know any of 
the hijackers. 
Still, the government attor- 
ney in the Miami courtroom 
easily persuaded the judge to 
hold Mubeen without bond. 
The lawyer presented a striking 
legal document that offers 
insight into both the strategy 
behind the detentions and a 
novel legal argument to keep 
people in custody on the most 
slender suspicion. 
Signed by a top international 
terrorism official at FBI henrj 
quarters in Washington, the 
seven-page document, which 
has not been previously dis- 
closed, is being used repeatedly 
by prosecutors in detention 
hearings across the country. The 
FBI affidavit explains that "the 
business of counterterrorism 
intelligence gathering in the 
United States is akin to the con- 
struction of a mosaic. 
"At this stage of the investi- 
gation, the FBI is gathering and- 
processing thousands of bits 
and pieces of information that 
may seem innocuous at first 
glance. We must analyze all that 
information, however, to see if it 
can be fit into a picture that will 
reveal how the unseen whole 
operates ... What may seem 
trivial to some may appear of 
great moment to those within 
the FBI or the intelligence com- 
munity who have a broader 
context." 
The document's language 
offers the clearest window so far 
into a campaign of detentions 
on a scale not seen since World 
War II. As investigators race to 
comprehend the ongoing terror- 
ist threat, the government lias 
adopted a deliberate strategy of 
disruption — livking up latge 
numbers of Middle naallllH 
men, using whatever legal took 
they can. 
The operation is being con- 
ducted under great aacney, 
with defense attorneys at times 
forbidden to remove docu- 
ments from court and a federal 
gag order preventing officials 
from discussing the detainees 
Law-enforcement olhaals have 
refused to identify lawyers rep- 
resenting people who have 
been detained or to describe the 
most basic features of the oper- 
ation. The officials say they are 
prohibited from disclosing 
more information because of 
privacy laws, judges' orders 
and the secrecy rules surround- 
ing the grand-jury investigation 
of the Stpt. 11 .macks. 
The result has been confu- 
sion over exactly who is being 
counted in the government's 
official tally of 1,147 detainees 
and who is still being held. 
When asked directly how many 
people have been released, 
lustice Department officials ~.i\ 
they are not keeping track. 
Of the 1,147, |ustice 
Department officials spo. id,.illy 
singled out only 18f> detainees 
who arc being held on immigr.i 
lion charges. An INS official 
described Ihcm as "active HM" 
believed to have "relevance to 
the investigation." 
To try to illuminate this hid 
den campaign, Tlv Washington 
Post identified 235 detainers 
and examined Ihe circum- 
stances of their cases. 
The analysis of these cases — 
located through court records, 
news accounts, lawyers, rel.i 
lives and friends — shows that 
three-fifths of the detainees 
found by Vie Washington Poti 
are, like Mubeen, being held on 
immigration charges. Seventy- 
five have been released. 
A small, as-yet-unknown 
number are being held on 
"material witness" warrants, an 
indication   thai   investigators 
believe they have information 
vital to the probe. Another small 
number — perhaps 10 — are 
believed to lie at the center of 
Ihe investigation, with ties lo 
the al-Qaida network or some 
knowledge of Ihe hijackers. But 
sources say none of those men is 
cooperating. 
The 235 identifiable cases 
reveal the essential nature of Ihe 
current effort: It appears to be 
less an investigative search for 
accomplices to Ihe Sept. 11 
attacks than a large-scale pre- 
ventive operation aimed at dis- 
rupting future terrorism. 
The Washington Post's 
analysis of Ihe identified 235 
detainees shows with greater 
precision who is being 
picked up. The largest 
groups come from Saudi 
Arabia, Fgypl and Pakistan 
Virtually all are men in their 
20s and 30s. The greatest 
concentrations were arrested 
in several states with large 
Islamic populations and 
what law-enforcement offi- 
cials have identified as al- 
Qaida sympathizers: Texas, 
New Jersey. California. New 
York, Michigan and Florida. 
... the government has adopted a deliberate 
strategy of disruption — locking up large 
numbers of Middle Eastern men, using 
whatever legal tools they can. 
That is evident, in part, from 
the fact that none of Ihe 
detainees has been charged in 
the plot or with other acts of ter- 
rorism In addition, the pace of 
detentions has accelerated visi- 
bly as government officials have 
received information about new 
threats and issued public warn- 
ings — spiking sharply, for 
example, after rumors of 
planned attack* Sepl. 22. 
The government's strategy 
and methods have elicited 
protests from defense attor- 
neys and civil libertarians. 
They say the campaign is a 
massive act of racial profiling 
similar to the internment of 
1I0.01X) Japanese Americans at 
Ihe start of World War II. 
Senior Justice Department 
officials deflect such criticism. 
Except for Ihe material witness- 
es, they say, all of the detainees 
have violated some kind of law. 
What is different after Sept 11 is 
that many people are being 
held — in what is essentially 
preventive detention — who 
would otherwise be released on 
bond. Assistant Attorney 
General Michael Chertoff said: 
"If there is a violation thai you 
find, we are going to move 
ahead on the case." 
The preventive nature of the 
campaign is evident from the 
ilia racier of arrests. 
Immediately after Attorney 
General John D. Ashcroft spoke 
publicly in late September of 
fears of chemical attacks by ter- 
rorists using trucks, law- 
enforcement officers picked up 
21 Iraqi refugees in a fraudulent 
truck license scheme; officials 
later said they appeared uncon- 
nected to the attacks. 
In a speech late last month 
lo Ihe U.S. Conference of 
Mayors, Ashcroft compared 
the government's current 
actions lo Attorney General 
Robert F Kennedy's campaign 
against organized crime in the 
early 1960s. 
"Robert Kennedy's Justice 
Department, it is said, would 
arrest mobsters spitting on the 
sidewalk if it would help in the 
battle against organized crime," 
Ashcroft told the mayors in his 
most revealing public remarks 
to dale about Ihe detentions. "It 
has been and will be the policy 
of the Department of Justice to 
use the same aggressive arrest 
and detention tactics in the war 
on terror 
"Let the terrorists among us 
be warned: If you overstay your 
visa — even one day — we will 
arrest you." 
From the analysis of the 235 
detainees, an image of the inves- 
tigation emerges that can be seen 
as a set of three concentric circles. 
Nine men appear to be at Ihe 
hot center of the investigation 
including the well-publicized 
names who have generated the 
most attention from law 
enforcement The next layer 
consists of 17 men and one 
woman with more fragile con- 
nections — either to hijackers or 
to figures in Ihe hoi center. They 
include former roommates, peo- 
ple found with false identifica- 
tion and people who helped the 
hijackers get false IDs 
By far the largest gmup of 
detainees consists of an outer 
ring of people whose interest to 
investigators is largely 
unknown. Some in this outer 
ring were apprehended because 
they were in Ihe same places or 
engaged in Ihe same activities .is 
the hijackers: learning to fly air- 
planes, traveling or — as in 
Mubeen's case — getting a dri- 
ver's license. Others appear to 
have been detained more ran- 
domly, because they come from 
a set of Middle Eastern countries 
and had immigration violations. 
The operation has generated 
some false leads, especially in 
the early days, when investiga- 
tors, looking for Middle Eastern 
men who fit the profile of Ihe 
hijackers, erroneously focused 
on a gmup of Saudi men who 
were pilots or in flight schools. 
Chertoff, the assistant attor- 
ney general, said Ihe investig.i 
bon began by focusing on Ihe 
hijackers and Iheir credit card 
and phone records and expand- 
ed outward. "Where we had 
information, we'd go out and 
interview," he said in an Intel 
view. "We went in as many dif- 
ferent directions as we could." 
The government's determina- 
tion to employ every legal tool ,it 
its disposal — to hold detainees 
as long as possible — can be seen 
in cases across the country. 
legal experts said Ihe affi- 
davit's argument to hold people 
while the FBI builds its mosaic 
is actually a new twist on an old 
metaphor. The CIA often relied 
on   Ihe  mosaic   argument  to 
withhold Information, cat the 
grounds that enemies of the 
United State*could gathei trag- 
ments of intelligence and piece 
together government secrets 
The FBI's use of that argu- 
ment to keep people in cut 
tody is "very foreign to the 
way things have been done," 
said Mark II. Lynch, a 
Washington lawyei familiar 
with Ihe legal cases. "If they 
are holding people in order to 
rule out the possibility that 
they're involved, that |ust 
turns the system on its head." 
On the other hand, William 
Barr, attorney general for the 
first President Bush, said Ihe 
affidavit is an effort to explain 
"selective enforcement" of the 
law and to "say to Ihe judge, 
'This is why we are landing 
like a Ion of bricks on this case.' 
. . Presidents going back lo 
Lincoln have realized Ihey 
have to have a willingness to 
meet an extraordinary threat, 
which thi-, is ' 
The affidavit is only one of 
the techniques that law- 
enforcement officials are uting 
to prevent Ihe detainees from 
being freed. 
On Sept. 18, Asherolt 
ordered the INS to revise its rule 
lor hoi,ling detainees Ivlore 
Ihey are charged, lengthening 
that period Irom a maximum of 
one day to 48 hours or an 
unaptdned "unaiaialila time" 
in .i national emergency. 
Under another INS regula- 
tion that took effect al the 
beginning of last week, the 
INS can now automatically 
detain certain people granted 
bond on immigration viola- 
tions for 10 days to give the 
agency time lo appeal, an INS 
spokeswoman said. 
—   The   Washington    Post 
research    editor.     Margo 
Williams,  and   '■toff wrtieil 
Marcia     Slut ion     Greene. 
George Lardner Jr.. Hanna 
Rosin.   Lena   II.   Sim,   Boh 
Woodard and   Cheryl   W. 
Thomson contributed to this 
report. 
\ 
It'sThatTime of the Year Again 
FLU: Shots 
Come One Come A|l \ 
Flu shots wH also $t$ be available at: the Unlvetsity Health Center 




Cash and Checks accepted of a* tocafions flex may be used of the Health Center location 
Questions, oleose col568-6941 or visilou website www imu.edu/healmcti 
MASSANUTTEN 
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort 
WINTER JOB FAIR 
Massanutten Resort has many job opportunities available. 
Positions available include seasonal ski area, full and 
part-time, and year-round employment with flexible hours. 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH 
MASSANUTTEN SKI LODGE 
4:00PM - 8:00PM 
We will be taking applications, screening applicants, and 
interviewing on the spot. 
DRAWINGS FOR SEASON PASSES & DOOR PRIZES! 
Stop by and rind out about FREE skiing, benefits and morel! 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL (540) 289-4954 
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Houston, we have a JMU alumnus 
Ntl¥S 
Hill s/r)\    . 
manned mission to M 
M.irs mission is ,i  two ,uul ,1 
h.ili vear round trip and 
aomethlng the United State* 
can i .l.i alone 
to M.irs   i. 
.ion.lv complicated and 
btmendoualy expanaive," 
Meeks said. 
I ach n.in..n is contribul 
ing p.iris ,.i the ipace UaHon 
l or example, Canada built .1 
robot arm, while othei coun 
tries .n,-  building labs and 
modules where Ihe crews 
will WOrk .111,1 live 
Ihe equipment th.it the IK 
nations build baenttothtSpace 
Station Pnxeaalng FadJIt) 
Ue get .ill the hardware 
fnim .irouiul the world, test it 
.nut launch it.' Maaka arid 
It is not until the equipment 
is in apace th.it it is actually put 
together tor the first time When 
the eqtiiptnent reaches the apace 
station .i three-member craw 
u-e- apacewalks and the robot 
.inn to connect the p.irts 
So t.ir. IS shuttle (lights 
have taken e.(moment and 
crews up to the station. It will 
lake more than 4(1 flights to 
complete the sl.ition Assembly 
is planned to be completed by 
2004, according to the Shuttle 
Press Kit Web tin 
CC 
To send an unmanned 
space shuttle is a whole 
different ball park. 
— Greg Meeks 
NASAemplovee 
??- 
Meeks talked about Ihe 
difficulties that having a 
manned shuttle presented. 
ihe shuttle must have envi- 
ronmental controls so the 
astronauts stay healthy. 
'To send an unmanned 
spate shuttle is a whole differ- 
ent ball park." Meeks said 
Meeks also spoke about 
the initial difficulties the 
nations had working with 
one another. Although the 
offitial language of the sta- 
tion is English, many of the 
Ameritan astronauts have 
learned to speak Russian and 
use it regularly. 
The nations had difficul- 
ties deciding which coun- 
tries' methods should be 
used. For example, the 
United States uses AC volt- 
age, while Ihe Japanese use 
DC voltage 
"The station is IX instead of 
AC because the Japanese lob- 
bied hard for it — It's very polit- 
ical," Meeks said. 
Right now the space station 
is the third brightest object in 
Ihe sky, he said It can be seen 
with the naked eye just before 
sunrise. When the space station 
s i omplete, it may be seen by 
the naked eye during the day. 
Do you have good people skills? 
Do you like technology? 
Consider Joining Our Team! 
JMU Computing Support is now hiring for the Spring 




Gain excellent experience for your resume 
Strengthen your customer service skills 
Stay current with technology 
Make new friends 
Flexible hours 
Now accepting applications. Fill one out today at http://www.jmu.edu/computing/labs/apps/ 
Applications arc due by 5PM on Friday 11/09/01. Nolc: 
we may be interviewing as the applications come in, so be sure to get yours in early! 
You've heard the music 
Now see it. 
Tonight - De La Hoya w/ St. Paul Describes the City, My Blue PHI, 
Thinking Out Loud © Crayola House 8pm $3 
11/6 - Infectious Organisms «/subtle Ground 
# Mamstreet Bar & Grill 9pm  $6   18+ 
n/14 - Damien Jurado *, 
Court Square Theater 8pm $6 
1/ Rose Thomas, Aldan 
Coughlm & No Roses 
11/17 - Metal Showcase feat. 
Withered Earth Municipal Waste 
Lethal Aggression      crutch 
Grindhouse Krvnk 
401 South High St.   7pm   $6 
12/9 - Ann Beretta */ Luck Be a Lady 9 401 S High St. 8pm 
harrisonburg  «  88.7fm 
NEWS WRITER MEETING 
WHO: All news writers and those interested in 
becoming a news writer 
WHAT: Meeting 
WHERE:  The Breeze office in the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall 
WHEN: Tuesday, Nov. 6 at 5 p.m. 
WHY: YOU don't want to be out of the family 
HOW: Walk, drive, take the bus ... just be there 
If you have any questions or concerns, call Lindsay, 
Richard or James at x8-6699 





TO BER 11 
WILSON H 
"to M 
S10 W/ JAC @ WARREN 
HALL BOX OFFICE 
THE DOOR/PLAN 9 
TOWN & CAMPUS 
MUilCTODAY.COM 
FOR SHOW INFO CALL 568-6217 OR VISIT WWW.UPB.ORC 
FOR TICKET INFO CALL 568-7960 "•*"♦«•** 
IPONSOftED BV 
 *  
MUI 422 
lor more information, call 568 6878 
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The first step to curing the ill- 
ness is education ..." 
KATIE CUSHING 
junior 
se« letter, page 11 
'Isn't there a way we 
could adjust fee allocation 
so that the fees don't have 
to go up at all?" 
see house editorial, below 
50   ALLV  MBCAL, 
W 5H0ULP JMU 
wne YOU7 
/ weu., I've - 
GOT sorAe GReAT 
IPeAS INVOLVING 
A   DANCING 
BASV 
I HOWfc) 
 HOUSE     EDITORIAL  
Lawyer for legal advice needed 
There is only so much 
room for students to live 
on campus at )MU, result- 
ing in masses of student- 
filled apartment complex- 
es spanning Harrisonburg. 
The outcome is thou- 
sands of leases signed 
each year by students, 
many of whom have 
never been involved with 
the legal issues sur- 
rounding signing an 
apartment lease. 
In an effort to aid stu- 
dents in this process, Off- 
Campus Living and the 
Student Government 
Association are working 
together to provide a 
lawyer for student use, fol- 
lowing in the footsteps of 
such universities as 
Virginia Tech, the 
University of Virginia, 
George Mason University 
and Emory University. 
As the college experi- 
ence is often thought of as 
a stepping stone to reality, 
a lawyer available for stu- 
dent use with issues deal- 
ing with leases would be a 
tremendous help to those 
students who may need 
such a service but are 
unsure about how to go 
about it. 
SGA President David 
Mills said in the Nov. 1 
issue of The Breeze, "Some 
students just aren't aware 
of the rights they have 
when moving off campus." 
Students sometimes feel 
they're being swindled out 
of things they think they 
deserve or that they're 
being charged for things 
that they shouldn't. 
6 4 
A lawyer avail- 
able for student 
use ... would be 
a tremendous 
help ... 
OCL coordinator Kathy 
Sarver said in the same 
article, "|OCL has) to draw 
a line because something 
with the situation may not 
be right, but |OCL) can't 
tell these students what to 
do when they need to take 
that next step. It's at 
these times when a 
lawyer is necessary." 
Perhaps      having      a 
lawyer available for stu- 
dent use will make stu- 
dents realize that signing 
a lease is more than just 
scrawling one's name on a 
sheet of paper. They will 
have the opportunity to 
ask questions and receive 
advice about the legal 
contract they are signing 
and the stipulations of 
such an agreement. 
The article indicated 
that potential plans for the 
lawyer go beyond off- 
campus life consultation 
to help students should 
they need to research or 
devise with a living will, 
to discuss issues sur- 
rounding credit ratings 
and possibly to handle or 
assist criminal matters. 
A good service for the 
university to provide, OCL 
and SGA seem to be look- 
ing out for the students' 
best interests in trying to 
implement the proposal, 
recognizing that students 
need a bit of help some- 
times when dealing in 
unfamiliar territory. Being 
an educational instution 
set up to help prepare peo- 
ple for future endeavors, 
preparations should 
include educational expe- 
riences on leasing housing 
among other things stu- 
dents will encounter when 
they leave JMU. 
The downfall in all of 
this, however, will be the 
potential increase in stu- 
dent fees that causes hos- 
tility and anger in the 
hearts of many students, as 
the fees seem to keep 
climbing and climbing. 
While a dollar doesn t 
seem like an enormous 
amount to add at first 
glance, JMU already is 
known state-wide for hav- 
ing lofty student fees. 
Mills indicated that the 
tentative plan is much like 
that of Emory, where a dol- 
lar was added to student 
fees to pay for the costs. 
Adding a dollar here 
and there may not seem 
like a lot of money, but over 
time, it adds up. Isn't there 
a way we could adjust fee 
allocation so that the fees 
don't have to go up at all? 
There is a sentiment 
around campus that stu- 
dent fees are allotted 
unfairly, so adding a dollar 
will be an unpopular deci- 
sion no matter now good 
the intentions are of those 
responsible for the project. 
IAI TERRENCT I). NOWLIN 
1 THE POISON PEN 
Homecoming shows 
spirit at low point 
I went to the Homecoming 
game half asleep. I was so asleep 
that I was taking pictures for The 
Blueslone of cheerleaders for five 
minutes before I realized they 
were Delaware cheerleaders 
and not our own. Admittedly, I 
am likely the least involved 
sports fan you'll ever meet, but 
judging by Homecoming 
involvement, I think our school 
spirit is headed in the same 
direction as my personal apathy. 
Homecoming goes a little 
something like this: alumni of a 
few years show up to illustrate 
they have jobs with their tas- 
seled loafers, young wives and 
kibies, distinguishing them 
from the current yellow-and- 
purple-chested students. They 
laugh with sophistication 
between plays at jokes about the 
stock market and give a golf 
clap and occasional hoot when 
we score. Recently graduated 
alums gab about with their still- 
enrolled cronies and completely 
ignore the plays. 
Older alumni bring their 
almost-grown kids in order to 
tempt them into applying to 
attend (MU and point out the 
finer points of the campus. The 
kids try to enjoy the game, but 
are harassed by their parents 
about the cleanliness of the hot 
dog stands and the huge "JMU" 
formed in pansies in front of the 
Village. Pansies are, in fact, a 
substantial part of post-second- 
ary education. 
The hoards of alums and 
students alike show up for the 
illustrious first half of the game, 
seemingly to say they were 
there and to see the band's half- 
time show, shortly after depart- 
ing to return to their barbecue 
fun. They enjoy illegally park- 
ing their cars without repercus- 
sions on this hallowed 
Homecoming day and further 
dispersing to begin drinking 
much earlier than is customary 
on weekends. It is all very joy- 
ous, and Homecoming becomes 
a Kodak moment. 
JMU students use 
Homecoming as an outlet for 
body-painting fetishes and 
shaking glittery pompoms. 
General abuse of the poor Duke 
Dog also is a fun pastime. But 
this is only for the students who 
dare to appear at the 
Homecoming game. Students, 
too, make Homecoming a rea- 
son to begin drinking much ear- 
lier than is customary. 
Homecoming makes beer and 
Cocoa Puffs a complete part of a 
seminutntious breakfast. 
Students sit in their rooms and 
apartments and listen to loud 
music with their friends and for- 
get the reason for the season — 
the game itself. 
The moral of the story here is 
that Homecoming equals fun 
socialization time. School spirit 
seems to be scraping the barrel 
The most unfortunate of all 
the factors of school spirit is that 
we generally are an excited 
school. Granted, the JMU foot- 
ball team is having a slow year 
and provoking school spirit can 
be a tough thing to do at games. 
I think back to my freshman 
year when Homecoming was a 
more spirited event. People 
seemed to care more about the 
team and painting body parts 
was a display of school pride 
rather than a display for atten- 
tion. Being an unknown fresh- 
man at a big school can change 
your perspective, especially if 
you won a JMU football T-shirt 
during orientation (Go Dukes!) 
and haven't yet been slapped in 
the face by the GenRd program. 
It's all relative to experience. 
Grasping for the past will do 
us no good, but figuring out 
why people care less and less 
about the fate of our team 
should be pondered. 
Homecoming is a hassle. 
Students now must get tickets 
from the Convocation Center 
prior to game day. The stadium 
seems to be increasingly more 
and more packed (until time-to- 
drinkhalftimc). And what if the 
yellow body paint from Wal- 
Mart irritates your nipples? The 
results could be disastrous. 
People constantly are distract- 
ed by friends and those glittery 
pompoms and pay less attention 
to the game. There are die-hard 
fans out there who contribute to 
those resounding group yayffand 
nays that make the audience 
seem to care. However, they 
speak for the many talking to that 
girl from sophomore English or 
the old boyfriend they thought 
they'd never see again. 
Relief is coming slowly, but it 
is on its way. The crowding 
problem will be solved when 
the stadium renovations add 
thousands of new seats and 
more conveniences. The goal of 
the stadium renovation is to 
allow our team to compete in a 
higher division (Inly another 
streak of bad luck concerning 
quarterback injuries could keep 














































Hip De I uca 
Alan Neckowiiz 
"To the pnu atone, chafuettd as it k with abuses, the uvrld is 
indebtedfor iill the triumphs which haw fan gamal by 
ftsWH ('"'/ humanity aver error and oppression." 
— fumes Madison 
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Darts 
Darts A hit* urr submitted anonymously 
and printed on a \/\i<t available basis 
Submissions are based upon one person s 
tynnion of a nivrn situation, person or e\ent 
and d» not necessarily reflect the truth 
# 
Pats 
E-mail darts and pals to hree/edpfc hoi mail com 
Pat... Dart... 
A "wowyou-guys-rock" pat to the 
girls in the black Maxima who stopped a 
rowdy line of traffic to pick me up on their 
way to class. 
Sent in try a thankful and clueless senior who 
doesn't knene irhen someone's trying to flag him 
down and is glad you finally got his attention. 
A "way-to-ruin-Halloween" dart to the 
moron who stole the bucket of candy com 
from the TDU information desk 
From an irate student whose hopes of win- 
ning the candy corn count now arc ruined. 
Dart... Pat... 
A "shut-up-and-start-being-consider- 
ate" dart to the group of girls who sit 
beMMl me in my history class. If you're 
going to talk the whole time, don't bother 
COmtM to class. 
Serif in by a girl who is tired of hearing your 
loud whbptn and is actually trying to learn. 
A "thank-you-so-much-for-saving-me" 
pat to the random nice guy in Forest Hills 
who gave me a ride home when my night 
couldn't have been worse. 
From the embarrassed and grateful girt who 
thought walking home was a good idea and is so 
thankful for people like you who aren't afraid to 
help out a total stranger. 
Pat... Dart... 
A "thank-you-for-showing-your-kind- 
ness-to-a-complete stranger" pat to the 
girl who comforted ma as I Cried hysterical- 
ly after accidentally er.ising a paper. 
St'Mf in Inj a stressed st^ttwum- who feels a ht 
foolish about Iwr public nu-ntal IntaUoOJU but is 
grateful for the way you put things m perspectrtY. 
An "l-can't-believe-no-one-has-noticed" 
dart to |MU for failing to eradicate the huge 
and scary rats living around the lake. 
Sent in by a person ich<i Inrs near tlie lake and 
is scaml if animals lluit large and not on kssHstsX 
IOITHE BREKZE I MONDAY, NOV. 5. 2001 OPINION 
KON* GHXAGittMconmbuiing photographer 
Topic: Who do you think 
will Will Tuesday's 
gubernatorial election? 
0 
"Warner, because the 
magical bunny on my 
shoulder told me so." 
Will Pope 
sophomore, computer science 
"I think the explosion of 
negative campaigning will 
bring about the win of the 
unexpected third party." 
Steve Jackson 
senior, computer science 
"i want Warner, but timt's 
why Earley wilt win." 
Marty Kernutt 
sophomore, SCOM 
"Earley, because 1 don't 
like the way Warner 




CODY CASS FROM THE WIRE 
Students not actively engaged in war 
As the United States 
reaches levels of war 
activity not seen in 
more than three decades, the 
student body at the University 
of California at Los Angeles 
has maintained a level of inac- 
tivity not seen in any previous 
generation. One of the few sil- 
ver linings of the events of 
Sept. 11 was that it gave our 
generation a chance to distin- 
guish itself as an individual 
entity in this time of crisis. Our 
lack of active involvement 
either for or against the war 
effort, though, is costing us 
that opportunity. 
Two generations ago over- 
loaded army recruitment sta- 
tions had to turn away young 
men prepared to lay down 
their lives to fight in World War 
II. Some 21) years later, many of 
our parents stood adamantly 
against the Vietnam War I our 
students of that era were mur- 
dered at Kent State by the 
National Guard because of 
their anti-war protests. The 
generations of the past have 
been strongly set on one Ml * T 
the other of their respective 
wartime controversies. 
As early as the morning of 
the attacks, analysts linked the 
current crisis to those that faced 
the past generations. Pearl 
Harbor immediately was sum- 
moned as the only attack of 
comparable devastation to the 
American people. Next came 
comparisons to the Cuban 
Missile Crisis and the panic it 
brought. According to these 
comparisons, the first year of 
the new century has brought 
concurrent pain and panic com- 
parable to the two most trau- 
matic events of the past hun- 
dred years combined. 
Despite this alarming con- 
clusion, hardly anyone on cam- 
pus has become actively 
engaged in the issue. Student 
Coalition Against the War has 
had trouble stirring even a rip- 
ple of support for their cause. 
Their most intense protest effort 
managed to stir up an entire 50 
people to march on the federal 
building shortly after the 
attacks started 
Fifty people might be 
enough to make .) little noise 
and block some traffic on 
Wilshire Boulevard, but it hard- 
ly constitutes a strong backing 
whan you consider the percent- 
age of the total student popula- 
tion .it UCLA that those 50 
make up. If an oppoalng group 
exists on campus, it has reprc- 
aanktd HatU avan more poorly, 
because I've never seen any- 
thing suggesting its existence 
Then-really isn't anv passionate 
student support for either side 
of this issue. The Wat and its 
surrounding circumstances just 
aren't a prionty for the fad 
majority of us. 
Instead, life at UCLA rolls on 
without the anxiety that grip! 
the nation Unbeknownst to 
us, war lever is sweeping the 
country. According to the Oct. 22 
issue of NciisuvoV, an astound- 
ing 79 percent of Americans 
think that the war should be 
expanded to other countries that 
are suspected of harboring ter- 
rorists. Our nation's star-span- 
gled banner, meanwhile, is cool 
like it has never been before, 
attaching itself to our homes and 
automobiles, flooding local and 
national advertising campaigns, 
and even finding a way to man- 
ifest itself in our clothing. 
Patriotism and outrage have dri- 
64 
But somebody's going to 
have to make the tough 
decisions, and our 
generation will he paying 
the consequences... 
ven the country for the past 
month and a half, but somehow 
football and greek life still run 
the university 
It's not that we are iraanai- 
tive to the pain and suffering 
experienced by our people or 
immune to the str.il.i of emo- 
tions that are sweeping the 
country. Our sense of compn 
sion equals that of any other 
group in the country. Our 
actions speak louder than 
words, though, and if our emo- 
tions don't lead to anything 
more than verbally expressed 
regrets or sympathies, we aren't 
really saying anything at all. 
The trouble we have with 
acting in this issue is that, no 
matter which side of the con- 
troversy you fall on, there are 
unbelievably high risks. If you 
go against the war, it might 
open the door for continued 
terrorist attacks. If you go with 
the war, it might ignite World 
War III. The potential pitfalls 
that lay on all sides are a huge 
part of the reason that stu- 
dents, including myself, have 
chosen to remain fairly neutral 
on the topic. 
But somebody's going to 
have to make the tough deci- 
sions, and our generation will 
be paying the consequences for 
those decisions like no other. 
We are certain to lose the lives 
of our peers in this war Those 
of us that remain will have to 
live with the consequences 
longer than any other genera- 
tion that's currently of the deci- 
sion-making age. 
Whether we go down in the 
history bOOkl .i~ I.I.IK.IIS who 
fought the war effort or heroes 
who fought tor the country's 
freedom isn't Marty K> ligrufi- 
Cant as ensuring we don't blind- 
ly allow another generation to 
choose how we will lead the rest 
of our lives. Like it or not, major 
controversies have a way ot 
defining peoples, and we are 
squandering a chance to define 
exactly who we are. 
This column appeared In tht 
Nov. 2 edition of UCLA's 
Daily Bruin. 
School spirit missing LITTERS. COLUMNS. 
SCHOOL, from page 9 
the team in its current state I 
don't think a conveyer belt to 
the Rockingham Memorial 
emergency room is part of the 
stadium plans, so team 
improvements are inevitable. 
We look at the average 
alumni and student and find 
this to be a stereotype. 
Understand, this does not rep- 
resent the feelings of all |MU 
students. Many walk around in 
Surple       and       gold       at 
lomecoming time, some are 
members of the Student Duke 
Club or Student Ambassadors 
year-round, thus requiring 
themselves to be school spirit- 
ed. Hallelujah for them. 
The big question is: has )MU 
gotten into a spirit slump a 
good football team and great 
stadium can get it out of? 
Perhaps |MU should put down 
the bottle after halftime and 
pick up one of those Ntelos bal- 
loon things and start chanting. 
Terrence Notelin is the Opinion 
editor who swears his body is not 
for sale, but uvuld paint his chest 
for targe ammoits of money. 
SUBMIT, 
THE BREEZE 
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They've got their degrees all rolled up. 
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FREE ADVANCE SCREENING 
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY @ 
Grafton Stovall Theatre 
10:00 PM Tuesday, November 6, 2001 
FREE ADMISSION while passes last* 
INFO?: call 568-6217 • www.upb.org 
* Passes available at Taylor Hall, Room 203. 
Passes required Sealing is limited and not guaranteed. Please arrive early. 
ID required. Rated R (Restricted - Under 17 Requires accompanying Parent Or Adult 
Guardian) lor pervasive drug use and language, and tor sexual dialogue 
Presented in association with University Program Board 
"WBT" 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Student warns of 
eating disorder dangers 
To the Editor 
Throughout my life, I have 
learned that women are 
expected to be thin, beautiful 
and passive. Between child- 
hood and now, I have 
observed that women in mag- 
azines, on television and in 
newspaper and magazine ads 
are becoming progressively 
thinner. 
Unfortunately, this false 
image of beauty is cast upon 
young women, causing them 
to believe their bodies must fit 
the mold of today's supermod- 
el. In reality, only a small per- 
centage of women have the 
body type that is projected in 
these ads. 
Women of ordinary size are 
striving for ultra-thinness 
while damaging their bodies in 
the process. At JMU, 1 have 
witnessed many young 
women obsess over strict diets 
and exercise regimens to attain 
this phantom image. Many 
women have resorted to more 
serious methods of losing 
weight and developed eating 
disorders such as anorexia and 
bulimia. 
Eating disorders have 
become an epidemic through- 
out the country and are espe- 
cially prevalent on college cam- 
puses. The dangers associated 
with earing disorders can be 
fatal, as we witnessed last year 
with the death of student Leslie 
George. We must recognize 
that eating disorders are not 
only a result of the media's 
influence, but are mostly psy- 
chologically based. To stop this 
epidemic, we need to reach out 
as a community and learn as 
much as we can. 
To educate the ]MU com- 
munity on this subject, Kiting 
Disorders Awareness Week 
will take place Nov. 5 through 
Nov. 9. Please take a small part 
of your day and come by our 
educational booths around 
campus. The first step to cur- 
ing the illness is education, so 
come out and join us in our 
effort to raise awareness about 
earing disorders. 
Katie Cushing, 
junior, health services 
administration 
BEAU CARSON FROM THE WIRE 
Columnist explains bumper-sticker sociology 
SIGN ON. READ STUFF. 
TAKE THE BREEZE POLL. 
rww. t hebr eeze. or 9 
Nothing says University 
of Connecticut quite like a 
giant mass of photocopied 
political propaganda posted 
on a brick wall. 
On my travels between 
classes on Wednesday after- 
noons I pass by the western end 
of Arjona hall. Usually adorn- 
ing the brick wall are posters 
and stickers for any and every 
social statement you can think 
of; everything from feminist cri- 
tiques of the media's portrayal 
of  women   (womyn,   if  you 
Clease) to your standard anti- 
.S./capitalism/globalization 
protest flyers. If you're looking 
to get your finger on the pulse 
of the counterculture move- 
ment on campus, the wall is 
usually a great place to start. 
Last Wednesday I was greet- 
ed with a much larger display 
than normal. Twenty-two 
posters were placed side-by- 
side, held together with black 
tape Each poster held a phrase 
with a word left out — a black 
felt tip marker was hanging 
from the middle of the posters, 
inviting passers-by to fill in the 
blanks as they saw fit. And fill 
in they did, as almost every 
square inch of free space was 
written on with answers. 
I stopped for a good while 
and read the answers that my 
fellow students provided to the 
open-ended statements. The 
responses had perfect sound- 
byte quality; short, sweet and 
heavy on the emotion. Their 
purpose, however, eluded me. 
For example, for the poster 
exclaiming "[BLANK] dictates 
my actions," someone wrote in 
"my corporate interests." This 
is certainly the catch phrase any 
self-respecting college student 
weaned on Rage Against the 
Machine albums would write 
down. But what was being said 
with that statement? Were the 
author's corporate interests dri- 
ving his or her actions? And 
what are "my corporate inter- 
ests/exactly? Do I have a sub- 
conscious desire to expand 
myself into new and viable 
markets? 1 guess the statement 
had more emotional impact 
than logical validity — such is 
the case with most bumper 
sticker catch phrases. 
The best response 1 could 
think of was already wntten 
underneath the tilled in phrase. 
Right below "my corporate 
interests dictate my actions," 
another author had written "try 
supporting your government, 
they are the ones paying for you 
to be here!" Touche\ my 
unknown friend — of course the 
government does receive grant 
money from state businesses, 
which in turn benefits the uni- 
versity's budget. C'est la vie. 
On another poster, the 
phrase "one voice | BLANK) can 
(BLANK]" was filled in to read 
"one voice used to but cannot 
anymore." I wonder whose 
voice this author is speaking 
about, because it certainly isn't 
my voice. With my voice I cast 
votes to affect change in my 
local, state and federal govern- 
ments. With my voice, I raise 
objections to the decisions of 
my elected government, a priv- 
ilege few others around the 
world share. With my voice, I 
can affect the open market by 
choosing where and when to 
spend the money I work for It 
seems to me that my one voice 
can do whatever it wants to — 
as long as I speak up. 
What about the singular 
voices of Martin Luther King, 
Mahatma Gandhi and Nelson 
Mandela? Did their voices 
fall short of accomplishing 
something? And what about 
the author's one voice which 
had reached out to me just 
now, causing me to stop on 
my travels and read what 
that author had to say? Did 
that    singular     voice    not 
accomplish something? 
For some, the fill-in-the- 
blanks were invitations to write 
dissertations on the state of 
American politics. For example, 
underneath the phrase 
"(BLANK) is a problem" one 
author wrote a lengthy state- 
ment on American principles, 
ending with "Freedom? What 
about the freedom to choose not 
to be capitalist?" How does one 
choose not to be capitalist? 
Does this mean the right to 
choose not to spend your 
money? By all means go ahead 
— you are afforded that right. 
Does this mean the right to 
choose to live in a communal 
village with others, sharing the 
fruits of your labor collectively? 
By all means go ahead — there 
is plenty of empty farmland in 
rural Montana for you to get 
started. Just make sure to pay 
your property taxes each year. 
Or, does this mean the right to 
turn the United States into a 
communist government? 1 hale 
to break it to you, but go right 
ahead — join your local chapter 
of the Communist party, and 
get your comrades elected to 
public office. 
I fail to see how you cannot 
"choose" not to be capitalist 
These are only a few exam*- 
ples of the answers given to the 
open-ended phrases. Other 
examples of bumper-sticker 
sociology include (filledin 
answers in bold): "UConn stu- 
dents care more about SEX than 
PEACE," 'There is no TRUTH 
without PAIN" and "Through 
RESPECT AND LOVE we are 
equal.'' Of course, there are also 
glimmers of pure genius, as 
with my favorite answer on the 
wall: "Mass |BLANK)" became 
"MassTURBATE." It has since 
been scratched out. 
What else needs to be said? 
The most striking answer 
out of all, however, was in real- 
ity no answer at all. On every 
poster, passers-by had written 
line after line of feel-good state- 
ments and inflammatory pro- 
paganda — on every poster but 
one. As of Wednesday after- 
noon, one poster was left 
untouched. The phrase was 
"Educate (BLANK)." 
It seems no one had an 
answer to who or what needed 
to be educated. 
Perhaps then this is the best 
metaphor for UConn The rest 
of the posters were covered 
with statements and beliefs, 
nothing more. Simple sound- 
bytes for a socially active but 
mohvationally challenged stu- 
dent body. Education, however, 
is active — it requires hard 
work, concentration and com- 
mitment. Most importantly, it 
requires an open mind, one 
willing to objectively analyze 
all perspectives for both the 
positives and the negatives. 
Do we have that open mind? 
It seems not, according to the 
posters. We all have our differ- 
ing opinions, our own bumper- 
Mit ker propaganda to get us 
through the day, but are we 
really strong enough to BOCajH 
that these soundbytes are 
wrong? Are we willing to con- 
sider that we can control the 
system, instead of falsely 
believing the system controls 
us? Are we willing to consider 
that war may not be the right 
response to violence? Are we 
strong enough to admit we may 
be wrong? 
I would hope, two days 
later, that someone has filled in 
that empty blank. If not, then I 
offer up my own answer, my 
own piece of bumper-sticker 
sociology. Pardon me if it 
sounds trite or cliched, but it's 
the truth — something few of 
us seem willing to accept. 
Educate yourself. 
This column was printed in the 
Nov. 2 edition of University of 
Connecticut's Daily Campus. 
^paramountQhiks 
L Paramounts Kin^s Dominion 
will host performer auditions and technical 
support interviews for Paramount Parks 
2002 Entertainment Program in: 
T0WS0N.MD 
Friday, November 2,2001 
Sheraton Baltimore North Hotel 
903 Deloney Volley Rood 
Fitzgerald Ballroom 
1 pm Singers, Actors, Variety, 
Technicians, (ostumers, Dressers 
3pm Dancers, Costumed Characters 
DOSWELL.VA 
Saturday, November 3,2001 
Sunday, November 4,2001 
Poramounfs Kings Dominion 
The Paramount Theater 
12pm Singers, Actors, Variety, 
Technicians, Costumers, Dressers 
4pm Dancers, Costumed Characters 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
Monday, November 5,2001 
DoubleTree Hotel 
Broad Street at Locust 
Maestro Room - 4th Floor 
3pm Singers, Actors, Variety, 
Technicians, Costumers, Dressers 
6pm Dancers, Costumed Characters 
HARRISONBURG.VA 
Wednesday, November 7,2001 
James Madison University 
800 S. Main Street 
Phillips Center 
6pm Singers, Actors, Variety, 
Technicians, Costumers, Dressers 
8pm Dancers, Costumed Characters 
RADFORD.VA 
Thursday, November 8,2001 
Rodford University 
East Norwood Street 
Preston Auditorium 
6pm Singers, Actors, Variety, 
Technicians, Costumers, Dressers 
8pm Dancers, Costumed Characters 
D0SWEU,VA 
Saturday, November 10, 2001 
Sunday, November 11,2001 
Paramount's Kings Dominion 
The Paramount Theater 
3pm Singers, Actors, Variety, 
Technicians, Costumers, Dressers 
6pm Dancers, Costumed Characters 
GREENVILLE, NC 
Monday, November 12,2001 
Ramoda Plaza Hotel 
203 SW Greenville Blvd. 
Solon 1 
3pm Singers, Actors, Variety, 
Technicians, Costumers, Dressers 
5pm Dancers, Costumed Characters 
For more dates and information call 804.876.5134 or visit our website at 
www.auditlonnow.com 
Paramount Parks is an equal opportunity employer • & C 200' Paramount Pants 
¥*¥*¥¥*¥*¥**¥¥*¥¥¥*¥¥*¥¥*** 
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LlFESTUES 
HOROSCOPES 
Today'* Birthday — Pint, gal vour tinam i.il .itt.nr-. Into Otdat It shouldn't take too 
lonp. Then, sign up for .1. lass 01 two. Get that degree or credential you've promised 
yourself. Go back to doglr.iming school, or take Ii1.1i Inttntlva course in the martial 
arts. You'll never be the same, and that can be a good thing. 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the 
most challenging. 
Aries (March 21 -April 19) 
Df        Today is a 5 - You're not quite up 
^^M* "» par. Don't lake on extra work 
^^¥   now, and don't say much about 
what you're already doing. No 
point in letting the competition in on 
your plans. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
^^l  Ibday is a 7 - A very attractive 
4Hkh||vrs<u-i h.is something to teach 
ttW you. It could be about husmr". 
or it amid be about love - that 
part isn t clear. The attraction is obvious. 
however, and the lesson could bring you 
great rewards. Try not to let it get in the 
way or your regular duttM 
Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22) 
Today is a 7 - No more goofing 
. Time tO settle down and get 
1 back to business. You sure like 
going places, so don't complain 
if you have to work to pay for it. But 
don't work harder. Work smarter 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
Today is a 7 - Make tentative 
1 plans but not major commit- 
ments. Focus most ot vour .itten- 
lion on bringing the mOMJP m. 
not on how you're going to spend it. Set 
goal*, ihen plant, tfmt ■> chtddaW 
Mi 
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
Today is a 7 - You're lookin' good 
i and feelin even better. You're 
ready to try something bold. But 
be forewarned that actions will 
be much more eftective than words. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
^ -v Today is a 5 - Take time to pon- 
HJ der your possibilities, assess 
^^^jyour options, explore vour 
alternatives. Set priorities and 
consult advlaon. Ihis is not procrasti- 
nation, it's planning. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22) 
* au- Today is a 7 - Your discarded 
"V^m items could be exactly what 
^JJ* vour favorite group needs One 
^^^ person's trash is another s trea- 
sure, so don't just pitch that stuff. Find a 
good home for it. 
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
| Today it a 7- Share information 
you vc recently learned with a 
person who can put it to good 
use. I his mil eventually be to 
your benefit, but don't do it (or thai rea- 
son. Do it because vou can and because it 
will help. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
-       Today is a h - You're n.iturallv 
j^9T lucky, but this is not a great lime 
"^"^ to gambit. Make a aacUN invest- 
ment instead. Something that 
waa bentAt lal brioae, ot something old. 
should work. But don't talk about it 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
-^,      Today is a 6 - It's payback lime. 
ffck*. Ho something special for a per- 
(j^p  son who did a good deed for you 
onoa. If you don't lnuntanaariy 
know who, give yourself a minute. You'll 
think of somebody. But don't tell. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
t^a       Iodav is a 7 - Time to reign in 
^P   your enthusiasm somewhat. 
fj^\  Channel that energy. Your 
friends, relatives and co-workers 
will be ama/ed at how much you can 
accomplish. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
^^     Today is a 6 - Something you'd 
f 1L been wondering about is starting 
y/ In make sense. The solution 
being proposed now is much 
more to vour liking 
—Tribune Media Services 
ACROSS 
1  Mornes 
4 TrainstDbox 
9 Thompson and 
Samms 
14 Holiday lead-in 
15 Macho guys 




19 Full of furrows 
20 Africa-Asia 
connection 
22 Penguinlike bird 
23 Twosome 
24 Ftopeye's Olive 
27 Modifies 
31 Navy builder 
34 Tool for hewing 
35 Ooze 
38 Particular bias 
39 Tough spare to 
convert 
42 Profound dread 
43 Bombards 
44 Singer Sam 
45 Coral formation 
47 Act the straggler 
48 Scale 





57 High mount 
58 Shoulder 
responsibility 
65 Seven times a 
week 
67 "\bur Show of 
Shows" co-star 
68 Paradigm 
69 Dutch genre 
painter 
70 Paid athlete, for 
short 
71 Search party 
72 Affirmatives 
73 Pester 
( :F kO 
1 
SSWORD 
1 ? 3 1 
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S  PUZZLE: 
DOWN 
Mr.Amaz 




6 Biblical prophet 
7 Make repairs at 
Wrigley 
8 Ml mess 
9 Beige shade 
10 Wry face 
11 Dumplings tor 
soup 
12 False front 
13 Lackng 
18 Language of 
Bangkok 
21 Signal for help 
25 Meddlesome 
women 
26 Shall we be off? 
27 Scamp 
28 Make visible 
29 Speeds 
30 Scorch 
32 Psychic's letters 
33 Botde of brew 
36 Lamb's mom 




B R O IN N F 1 u 1 A D 0 R N "• U P E E 3 U N 8 A M 0 A A N A R c H    1 s VI p I E A S 
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■ A L |   1 0 1 
1 >: P OR 1 u 1 ■ 1    R A n 1 
H 0 A N u T A HHNIO W A D 
A R 1 A 7 0 1 F s P 0 N G 
s O N ■ L A ■' 1 IS c A 
I N ' R A | 1 R A]N c E R 
■ R M U 0 ■ 
S P A C 1 0 u ■ F A s E D 
T O X 1 N 1 " F: T   E N T V E u N • E A Q E D 0 z E N B L s l 1 - 0 X A VI L N s 
49 One of the 
Tweedles 
51 Washes 
52 Altar area 
55 Lichen-covered 
56 Bond together 
59 How sad! 
60 Actor MacLachlan 
61 Pindar's poems 
62 "SportsCenter"stn 
63 Byron poem 
64 Croaker 
65 Brief swim 
66 Commotion 
*pNow Leasing^ 
aHrnnm/ Bath luxury 
_ fully equipped 
with mociWfypliances 
• Extra Capacity Washers S 
Dryers in every apartment! 
Clubhouse with 
n TV, DVD, PoolS 
bles 
art Business and 
Fitness Centers 
Olympic Size swimming pool 
(Located off Neff Avenue 
on Sunchase Drive) ua-t :n 
<£v Visit the Sunchase Leasing Center with Your Group and 
1—' Reserve your Housing for the 2002-2003 School Year! 
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Ga-ffe 
Z?y waving paws and dancing with the crowd, 
JMU's canine mascot shows his spirit 
during Homecoming week. 
Story by staff writer Kelly Scott 
Photo by photo editor Robert Natt 
Imagine Queen Elizabeth or the Duke of York 
rising to do the moonwalk during an aria 
performance at the court or participating in 
a human pyramid with fellow lords and ladies. 
Though the scenario is improbable, taking 
center stage is second nature to the one royalty 
all JMU alumni will remember — the Duke Dog. 
Sophomore Dave Hall, former member of the 
Marching Royal Dukes, said, "No matter how 
the team is doing or what the attitude of the 
crowd is, Duke Dog is always happy, always full 
of spirit and always playful with the crowd." 
Remembering his MRD days, Hall said, "We 
loved it when Duke Dog came because the 
trombones would play 'Superman' and the 
tubas would pick him up and fly him around." 
Duke Dog shows up at all home football 
games and men's and women's basketball 
games, plus special away events, according to 
Assistant Director of Athletics Marketing Emily 
Short. He also goes to any other events he wants 
to, and people can call Athletics Marketing to 
request his presence, Short said. 
Some weeks are busy, such as Homecoming 
week, during which the ferociously friendly 
bulldog attends events every day including 
Sunset on the Quad, the Homecoming parade 
and the Homecoming football game. 
At Saturday's Homecoming game against 
Delaware University, Duke Dog danced and 
entertained the crowd for the duration of the 
game. 
"They brought the Duke Dog out on a platform, 
and he was dancing and mocking the other team," 
senior Valerie Ponte said. "He was taunting them 
using body movements and by looking at the 
other team so they were aware of his presence. 
sa DUKE, pogt 14 
According to a Montpelier article 
Fall of '98, ]MU used a live bull- 
dog for the first time in 1971, and 
]MU moved on to the giant car- 
toonish lovable figure between 6 
and 7 feet tall Nov. 30, 1982 at the 
lames Madison vs. Virginia 
Military Institute basketball game. 
the AC*: V»rr». Auiumi Ihrnlor o/ MMMn Itolnmr tmil, Vtart. MoMpriW M lH.lt ftof 
The new Duke Dog unleashed 
this Homecoming is gray instead 
of Duke Dog's usual brown. 
During the Homecoming game, 
Duke Dog can't go 3 or 4 feet 
without someone running up to 
take a picture. 
The Duke Dog must hydrate 
extremely well before games 
because the costume can be 
ridiculously hot, and it some- 
times takes two showers to get 
the sweat smell off after the 
game. 
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Duke Dog increases Homecoming spirit 
DUKE. fromiMwll  .•...        ... .     . .  VU,fto i*gtl3
By tnltftAinlnfl the crowd, 
Duke Dog helps contribute to 
|MU spirit 
"He embodies Ihe student 
spirit .it |MU — with just his 
presence lion*, tan-, .in- 
instantly turned on regardless 
of whatever sporting event is 
going on," senior Brad Palmer 
said.  "He always steals the 
show. Bvervone just autmaH- 
cally smiles Prooi little kids, to 
(ifth year seniors, to faculty, 
everyone loves him!" 
-44—     
'IDuke Dog] creates an 
air of silliness and lets 
you know it's an 




Waving paws, dancing to 
music and posing for pictum 
are not the limit of Duke DOB'S 
job. The candid canine also 
attends about half of the cheer- 
leading practices and even 
went to a mascot camp over the 
summer that was in conjunc 
tion w ill. dhttrlaading camp. 
Short said Duke Dog try- 
outs are held on an "as need- 
ed" basis. The criteria used to 
decide between the 20 wag- 
ging tails are great creativity" 
and the one who would use 
props for purposes other than 
What thev were made for. Short 
Mid spirit is also desired. 
Short said the mascot is "a 
good liason between the 
Harnsonburg community and 
the JMU community." 
Senior John Kuhn said. 
"IDuke Dogl creates an air of 
silliness and lets you know it's 
an authentic JMU event." 
A duke is not historically a 
bulldog, but this discrepancy 
di>es not seem to matter to the 
parents, students and children 
who flock to Duke Dog at 
games for hugs and pictures. 
JMU alumna Katie Thomas 
said, "(The mascot's] as good 
as any. It's a little weird that 
we're 'dukes' — that we're not 
the bulldogs or something." 
Parading around all types 
of people and rival mascots 
has given Duke Dog some 
unique stories to share. 
Duke Dog said there was a 
guy who thought the waving 
giant was someone he knew 
and slapped the dog on the 
rear. 
-44- 
He embodies the 
student spirit at JMU 
— with just his 
presence alone ... 
— Brad Palmer 
senior 
■99 
On the flip side of the 
caped crusader's fun, Duke 
Dog recalled an incident three 
years ago when a spectator 
tackled our JMU jewel. In fact 
the Royal Duke doesn't go out- 
side the fence at football 
games because of the risk of 
running into a foolish drunk or 
crawl over seats at the 
Convocation Center during 
basketball games as a basic 
safety precaution because of 
this incident. 
Whether the friendly mas- 
cot is dancing with people 
from the crowd or mocking the 
other team, Duke Dog is an 
integral part of JMU spirit and 
pride. 
THE ENCJ OF THE SEMESTER IS 
AppROACHINQ   ANd    DANIEUE    IS 
RUNNING   OUT   OF   FOCUS   idEAS. 
COT ONE? 
CAII X8-?846 
HI IH1- RT SmipHnUi rdllo, 
During the Homecoming football game Saturday. Duke Dog entertains the crowd by dancing 
with a member of the Marching Royal Dukes. Drum Major Tara Jeanne Demareat, a senior. 
Are your parents well read? 
They could be. 
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"I think there is definitely a future 
for hand-drawn animations, it just 
won't be as successful..." 
TAMARA POUND 
senior 
See story below 
Digital Animation: 
The next generation 
Monsterous fun 
.ourrmiyDISNEY/PIXAR 
Various kid-scarers show up lor work at  Monsters, Inc.,' Disney's latest digitally animated feature-length film. 
Computer cartoons in fierce competition 
Bv SCOTT Kiv; 
staff writer 
The box office smash o( the 
summer didn't involve talking 
apes, airplanes, robots, super- 
glue or Chris Tucker. The star of 
the summer of 2001 was a 
Scottish green ogre named 
"Shrek," in a film that claimed 
the No. 13 slot in the top-gross- 
ing movies of all rime. 
The phenomenal success of 
"Shrek" surprised studios 
across the nation, and like the 
movie, which mocks many 
classic Disney films, its success 
has mocked the whole hand- 
drawn animation industry. The 
last hit the hand-drawn indus- 
try had was 1994's "The Lion 
King," the seventh top-grossing 
film of all time. 
"I think there is definitely a 
future for hand-drawn anima- 
tions, it just won't be as success- 
ful as it has been in the past," 
senior Tamara Pound said. 
It's odd to think back and 
consider our adolescent years 
when Dlaney dominated the ani- 
mation market with hits Ufa 
"Aladdin," "The Little 
Mermaid,"   "Beauty  and   the 
Beast" and, of course, "The Lion 
King." Yet now the traditional 
hand-drawn features are falling 
short, and the post-"Uon King" 
told rush is over. Disney failed 
in recent outings with "The 
Emperor's New Groove," 
"Tarzan" and "Atlantis." 
According to www.imdb.com, 
"The Empereror's New Groove" 
totaled $100 million in produc- 
tion costs and grossed about $89 
million in the United States. 
-6.  
In our movie, you can 
go behind buildings 
and over rocks; the 
kind of action kids are 
used to... 
—AngLee 
director of "Final Faniasv" 
99 — 
Warner Bros, did not suc- 
ceed with "Quest for Camelot" 
or "The Iron Giant," while 
TWentieth Century Fox bombed 
with "Anastasia" and "Titan 
A.E." The latter of the two flicks 
cost Fox $75 million to make 
and grossed about $22 million, 
according to wwwimdb.com. 
These trends reflect a sim- 
ple matter: out with the old 
and in with the new. The next 
generation of digital animation 
has come, leaving hand-drawn 
animation best for Saturday 
morning cartoons. Yet the new 
generation already has had its 
first victim, "Final Fantasy: 
The Spirits Within." The movie 
cost $137 million to make, yet 
when it was yanked from the- 
aters in August it had grossed 
only $32 million. 
"In our movie, you can go 
behind buildings and over 
rocks; the kind of action kids 
are used to from the gaming 
universe. We're giving them 
an aesthetic they're familiar 
with," Ang Lee, the director 
of "Final Fantasy," told 
Entertainment Weekly before 
the movie was released. 
"Final Fantasy," based on 
the computer games, is best 
known for its most realistic-to- 
date digital quality although it 
bombed in theaters and may 
enjoy a limited success on DVD. 
This past weekend, Disney 
and Pixar's new baby 
"Monsters, Inc." hit theaters 
and is projected to come in at 
the top of the box office. Yet 
there is no doubt that had 
"Monsters, Inc." been a simple 
hand-drawn production, its 
appeal would be far less. 
"1 would have still wanted 
see 'Monsters, Inc.' if it wasn't 
computer animated, but the fact 
that it is makes me want to see it 
even more," sophomore Mollie 
Fleltonsaid. 
As 2001 slowly comes to an 
end, "Shrek" remains the high- 
est-grossing film of the year 
with more than $266 million in 
the bank. Not only has hand- 
drawn animation fallen short of 
this ogre-sized computer-ani- 
mated blockbuster, but its own 
big summer movies paled in 
comparison. 
The film industry has reached 
a crossroads, and although it is 
unclear as to which path it will 
take, it seems that computer ani- 
mation may very well lead to the 
death of hand-drawn features. 
'A funny thing' 
This week "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way 
to the Forum," based on a book by Burt Shevelove 
and Larry Gelbert, featuring music and lyrics by 
Stephen Sondheim, will be performed at Theatre II. 
The musical comedy is based on the plays, "Miles 
Gloriosus" and "Pseudolu," by Plaurus. The show 
revolves around Psoudolus, a slave who wants to be 
free and will do almost anything to gain his freedom 
and no longer be held captive. The character is an 
ancient a>n man who easily bluffs his way out of any 
sticky situation. 
Pseudolus may earn his freedom by taking on the 
difficult task of arranging a marriage between his 
owner'l ton and Philia, the girl next door who 
already has been plans to marry another. This scheme 
must be completed before Pseudolus's master, Senex, 
returns home. 
The show runs from Nov. 6 to 11 at Theatre n at 8 
fm each night and a matinee on Saturday at 2 p.m. 
ickcts cost $5 and may be purchased at the door. 
— compiled by RENEE KART 
DAVE KlM/iCT/or photogrvpher 
FrMhman Kyle Busey takes the hand of Junior Brooke Kotaridee In the 
Theatre II production of "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum." 
BY SCOTT KING 
staff writer 
Each warm breath easily 
is seen in the ice-cold air 
The snow is coming down 
in a fury and each flake is 
well-defined. A body of 
monster fur ruffles like an 
ocean of blue and purple, 
each hair even more defined 
than the falling snow. 
Then it sinks in that this 
is not only a movie, but also 
the most advanced comput- 
er animation movie anyone 
has ever laid eyes on. 
The big blue furry thing 
in the snow is fames P 
Sullivan, known to his fel- 
low monsters as "Sully." 
He is one of the stars in the 
new Pixar/Disney movie, 
"Monsters, Inc." The 
newest baby is the sibling 
to both "Toy Story" flicks 
and "A Bug's Life/' Yet the 
film does not have the 
same driven humor that 
we saw in the characters of 
Woody and Buzz. 
The lack of quick inside 








harder to scare. As a result 
there's an energy shortage 
causing the Monsters, 
Inc.'s crab-like president to 
take drastic actions or risk 
bankruptcy. 
The second conflict cen- 
ters around Sully's compe- 
tition with Randall, the 
chameleon-like villain slyly 
voiced by Steve Buscemi. 
Sully attempts to break 
Randall's all-time scare 
record as a 5-year-old acci- 
dentally enters a portal and 
gets stuck in monster 
world. Unfortunately, 
monsters believe humans 
to be toxic. 
There is even an organi- 
courttsy of DISNEY7PIXAR 
Mike, voiced by Billy Crystal, hat hit only aye on the 
snake-haired Cella, voiced by Jennifer Tilly. 
more mature viewer 
would catch, as in this past 
summer's "Shrek," doesn't 
necessarily mean that 
"Monsters, Inc." is a bad 
movie. It means that it's a 
film aimed solely at kids as 
opposed to appealing to a 
more diverse audience 
that can cross the genera- 
tion gap 
Sully, a cross between the 
Cookie Monster and a goril- 
la, is voiced adequately by 
John Goodman. He and his 
best one-eyed friend Mike, 
voiced by Billy Crystal, 
work for Monsters, Inc., a 
factory in another dimen- 
sion. In this world, mon- 
sters are the lone creatures, 
living in cities and towns. 
The monsters have 
learned to travel via closet- 
portals to the "human 
world" where they harvest 
the screams of kids into 
canisters and use them as a 
source of energy. 
In "Monsters, Inc." 
there are two intertwining 
conflicts, the first of which 
is that the kids of today are 
becoming     harder     and 
zation, the Child Detection 
Agency, that constantly 
keeps showing up in the 
movie as crews wearing 
biohazard suits trying to 
keep children out of their 
world. As a result it 
becomes Mike and Sully's 
responsibility to return the 
5-year-old to the human 
world while protecting her 
from the evil Randall and 
the CDA 
"Monster's Inc." may not 
live up to the expectations of 
"Toy Story" and "Shrek," 
but it's still worth watching. 
The effects are astonishing, 
and as long as the viewer 
expects simple fun rather 
than witty humor, they'll 
leave the theater satisfied. 
o  A4#r*» nssajsje wm 
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The things that make you go 'hmmm . . . 
"I'm the fashion police and 
I'm calling for back-up. Slat! I'm 
at the corner of Leggings Lane 
and Denim Shirt Drive." 
As the Afashion-nado, my 
job patrolling the local vicinity 
— my precinct is everything in 
my current line of vision — 
can be very challenging at 
times Because of my work's 
nature, I'm always on duty 
because fashion crimes can 
happen anywhere at any time. 
For example, sometimes I am 
just walking through campus, 
turning I corner and all "I the 
sudden, boom — sensory 
overload. 
I've been conferring with 
colleagues down at the station 
and I've come up with a little 
list of stvl.'don'ts. It is of inter- 
est to note that one column may 
not suffice to cover current fash- 
ion crime, so I may have to force 
Tlif Breeze to print an insert 
devoted to my upcoming acts 
of fashion mercy. 
Before we get to all that, I 
have a confession to make 
that indirectly ignited this 
campaign. I want you loyal 
readers to know this mighty 
pillar of fashion has stumbled 
now and then. You can believe 
this anecdote or take it as A- 
fashion-nado folklore: I 
recently found a picture of 
myself circa 1989. In the pic- 
ture, I wore relaxed-fit jeans 
and an acid-washed jean jack- 
et. Worst of all. I had a mullet 
(mul-le, pronounce it with 
me: mul-le). Oh, the humani- 
ty. I must have blocked out 
that image because I don't 
remember sporting that kind 
of style — ever. I am sure I 
thought I looked really bad 
('80s meaning), but in reality, I 
just looked really bad (current 





by senior writer 
James David 
My point is that we all 
make mistakes. Finding that 
picture humbled me and made 
me think, 'Who am I to judge 
other people and denounce 
their style and clothing choic- 
es?" I eventually realized that 
when I bust people for fashion 
crimes, I would be helping 
them; they won't make the 
same mistakes I did when I 
was 9 years old. Moreover, we 
just can't turn our backs on the 
people who need our help the 
most, and for that reason, I 
started my campaign. 
With my newfound com- 
passion and empathy for the 
fashionably inept, my view on 
fashion changed a little. In 
terms of my campaign, I 
decided no longer to refer to 
fashion-crime paraphernalia 
at: ugly, unstylish and unfash- 
ionable or use comments such 
as "what the heck where you 
thinking?" "have you looked 
In a mirror?" and "hey, you do 
realize that shirt was on the 
sale rack for a reason?" 
Instead, I came up with a 
euphemistic concept to replace 
all the negativity. Remember 
that song: "Things that make 
you go hmmm?" Well now, 
when I look at a crappy outfit, I 
just go "hmmm" and that seems 
to cover everything I am feeling 
without thinking of one dis- 
paraging word, 
"Hmmms" are short, concise 
and all encompassing. They are 
a kinder way of attacking fash- 
ion enmes. 
To further illustrate the 
difference between the new 
"hmmm" style and the old, 
conventional style of attack- 
ing fashion crime. I am going 
to utilize examples from my 
campaign for fashion justice. 
With each example I am 
going to react in two ways, 
first with the "hmmm" style 
and second with my old, con- 
ventional style. 
The following are some 
fashion ailments that need to be 
corrected: 
Visors at night and at par- 
ties ... hmmm. Before I would 
have said, "I have heard that 
guys who wear visors at night 
and at parties look stupid. As 
you try to get your mack on 
and you wonder why she Isn't 
interested, all you need to do 
is look at that man in the mir- 
ror Are you playing golf at 
this party, or is this party at 
the beach? If not, re-evaluate 
your choice." 
Trying to dress like Britney 
and Justin ... hmmm. Before I 
would have said, "Are you 
Britney, or are you Justin? I 
don't think so. Why don't you 
s,-e FASHION, page 17 
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Student groups step in time 
BY TAMIKA NOTTINGHAM 
staff writer 
Latin ladies, mafia women, 
defendants. ledllCtJva Alphas 
and authentic Omegas came 
together Saturday night in 
Wilson Hall for the annual 
Homecoming Step Show. The 
steppers competed this year 
for the first place prizes of 
$500 and a trophy. 
"The show has been a tradi- 
tion at JMU for at least 14 years," 
said J. Stacey Edwards, associate 
director of the Center for 
Multicultural and International 
Student Sarvkaa 
The mistress and mastef ol 
ceremonies were alunini Da'Net 
I lendcnon, a member of Alpha 
Kappa Alpha sorority and alum- 
ni Mike Andrews, a member of 
-66- 
The show has been a 
tradition al JMU for at 
least 14 years. 
— J. Stacey Edwards 
associate director of CMISS 
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity The 
two greeted the hundreds who 
attended with continuous jokes 
and  flashbacks to past events 
and social aspects of JMU. 
Alunini and current stu- 
dents alike flock to campus to 
partake in Homecoming festivi- 
ties like the step show. The 
annual step competition offers 
more than just entertainment. "I 
continue to come because it's 
one of the few venues in which 
|MU .is a university recognizes 
the historically black fraternities 
and sororities as part of the 
Creek and JMU living commu- 
nity," senior Teressa Minn II 
said. Out of the nine traditional- 
ly black fraternities and sorori- 
ties at JMU. four participated in 
Saturday's competition 
First   onstage   were   the 
enchanting Latin ladies ..i 
Sigma Iota Alpha Sorority 
Incorporada. The JMU chapter 
of SIA participated in the 
show, but with a different kind 
a step. Instead of stepping, 
these ladies strolled. With 
grace and style, first dressed in 
all black but quickly baiuri 
tioning to tightly fitted blue 
sequined tops, they combined 
Litin dance with stepping. 
Second to perform was the 
I .miM.i Chi Chapter of Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority 
Incorporated with a 
Skeepranos" theme. They used 
a brick wall backdrop to pro- 
Birds and the bees 
so- HOMECOMING, twee 17 
Talent takes center stage 
BY SCOTT KINO 
staff writer 
Twenty-seven tried out. 
They sent in videotapes, audio 
cassettes or held a live audition. 
Several were eliminated until 
only eight remained. Thursday 
they competed in brawl leaving 
only one victor. No, this is m t 
CBS's "Survivor" or one of 
FOX's rip-offs. This was the 
annual |MU Talent Jam. 
Wilson Hall was alive with 
student talent Nov. 1 Hosting 
the event was rising stand-up 
comedian Milch Fatal. Fatel 
used a mixture of sexual refer- 
ences and current events to 
keep the crowd going. His jokes 
were raunchy al times, but 
nothing worse than watching a 
FG-13 movie. 
The five-member band 
Salyut 7 took first place in the 
competition, splitting a 515(5 
check. The band, formed in 
'96, blends  violin  with  the 
more mainstream guitars and 
keyboard. 
Freshman Rebecca Berlin 
and her 14-year-old sister. 
Stephanie, took second place 
and the $125 prize. They call 
themselves In Search of She, a 
mix of piano, guitar and 
melodic lyrics. They are cur- 
rently in the process of record- 
ing their first CD. 
"It is such an awesome 
experience to be voted second 
place," Berlin said. "There was 
so much talent here. Also, it was 
really cool because we really 
need the money for the CD." 
After their performance. 
the earls' father decorated his 
daughters with some of the 
bead necklaces that Fatel waa 
throwing to the crowd. 
Because the night was so 
eventful and the contenders so 
skilled, two competitors tied 
for third place. One winner 
was solo singer freshman Niki 
Barr whose strong and clear 
voice hit a wide range of notes 
in her animated performance. 
"Look for Niki Barr I pet 
formances 'cause I'm definite- 
ly putting her in TDU or some- 
thing to get her name out." 
said junior Nick Ward, dim tot 
of musical events for UPB 
-66- 
They were all very 
well prepared, and 
overall it was just 
entertaining. 
— Amanda Spray 
freshman 
?5 
Freshman poets "Zach and 
Brody" completed (he draw 
with Niki. The two friends 
wrote  their own  words  and 
versed them vividly. Their 
works were creative and 
refreshing. They perform regu- 
larly in poetry readings it 11 H 
The other nonlaatQnla may 
not have made it to the top 
three but were |ust .is entertain 
Lnc lo watch. The most original 
of the bunch were sophomore 
jump ropers Amanda Ramsey 
and Amy Stalnaker. Tney hold 
national and world titles in 
events such as speed, freestyle 
and double dutch. 
Sophomore Karen (ones daz- 
zled the audience with a quick- 
paced tap dance display, gradu- 
ata student Brian Dempsex 
played rhythm and blues on his 
guil.ii and sophomore Darren 
Ralston played guitar and sang 
an original song. 
"I thought it was a good 
variety of acts. They wire all 
Vtty well prepared, and over- 
all it was just entertaining,' 
freshman Amanda Spray said. 
Just mousin' around 
urunv.hdpt.com 
Harnsonburg's finest transportatj 
paper bus schedule but also an 
inclined. Don't try to check thei 
however, because you'll likely i 
useful inform.ition.its very slowj 
the eye. If you don't have Jav 
access the menu- 
Usefulness: 5/5 
Knlertainment: 1/5 
Appearance: 1 /5 
Ease of use: 2/5 
www.slashdot.org 
Interested in science and iMinology? Wan 
of them? SIailidol.org is affiews" sitej 
mation about news that/ia-rds find i 
to contribute news as loii as it is iT) 
also are encouraged toifbinit mil 




Ease of use: 4/5 
urunv. thebackpacki 
Bv STE GRAINER 
senior writer 
em provides not only a 
tension for the digitally 
■ before catching the hus 
ill the Web site provides 
fig and not very attractive Jj 
you won't even be ablet 
'ith the best 
I to archiving inter- 
esting. Anyone is alle 
Mlngand informatiua^sers 
.■fits on stories AjBTat lay, 
lore enjoyable if 
wwiv.gorp.com 
The Great Outdoor Recreation Pages were started several Mars 
ago to provide information about a variety of outdoor activities 
and locatioas. They've since bloomed into one of the largest direc 
tones of outdoor recreation information on the Web  Whether 
/re planning an extensive trip, looking to learn more about 
kkclmgor |u-t want to gp hiking for theday,you can mod like 






What wcnddj2ai>aa*Krn"a>c hive of art 'WmWi AmMvcofaountl 
I I||LI hill'l1 i III i li ii of images from nearkNverv artist vour art 
ffstiir\a>rolessor can name, you won't find a\uch lain online 
aimr^rjUum of fine art It's also easv to find aril*, and their art by 
nre or pWxI. For the truly scholarly, the Artc 




I iln'ol it 
When you plan that next h.i 
out information at thebacki 
from trails and gear to wild 
you're guaranteed to be the 
pie, earthy-colored interface, 
information you want in clutter^ 
Usefulness: 5/5 
I ntertainment: 4/5 
Appearance: 4/5 
Ease of use: 5/5 
acking trip, don't forget to check 
'.com. With information ranging 
ss .ookine, to cleaning your tent, 
^rt on your next trip. With a sim- 
be sure you won't lose the 
ffrg 
Whether you consider it vandalism or rnfcunderstcxxi art, graffiti 
a pervasive force in our culture. As seuUn walls, trains and trm ks. 
Art Crimes seeks to chronicle the gldMl graffiti culture. With more 
than 3,000 images from cities in Njjwf Amenca, Europe and world- 
wide, you can explore the c ultu^md emotions of a variety of gral 




Ease of use: 4/5 
NATTTHARP/jirilfu 
Bv BECCA WORTHIM'.TIN 
contributing writer 
1 just found out that there is a 
Herenstain Bears book about 
sex. I swear. 
The plotline of "The Birds, 
the Bees and the Herenstain 
Bears" evolves as Sister Bear is 
worried about the sudden bulge 
in Mama Bear's belly, -so Mama 
and Papa Bear explain the mys- 
tenes ot repnxluction to her. 
The authors of the series. 
Stan and Jan Herenstain. explain 
their saunter into this side of 
raunchy at aambockpagtxom/ 
Otmbv/beren>lainhlml They de- 
scribe the book as a medium 
where "the facts of life JTV given 
in a manner a young child can 
accept comfortably and with 
equanimity." Yeah. 
In much the same way. some 
of us had the fortune (or the 
misfortune) of hiving our par- 
ents disclose the workings of 
reproduction to us at a vary 
young age. I got my intimate 
chat when I was in second 
grade. My mom sat me down 
and showed me a book which 
— while not exactly the 
Berenstain Bears — contained 
some rather inten'sting dia- 
Bm which still scare me to 
this day. She then explained 
that, believe it or not, I actually 
did not come from a stork 
But for people who never got 
"the talk," you will be happy to 
know that JMU offers an even 
better explanation of the birds 
and the bees, with even belter 
diagrams. 
Welcome to Health 372: 
Sexuality of Young Adults. 
I had the pleasure of talking 
to both professors who teach the 
class, Stephanie Chisolm and 
Terry Wessel. 
Seeing as that the word 
"sex" is enough to attract any 
college-age mind, it came as no 
shock to me lh.it all offered sec- 
tions of this class fill up on the 
very first day of registration. It 
did, however, come as a shock 
to find out the variety of in- 
depth materials open for class 
discussion. I'm not sure if I 
expected live, in-class demon- 
strations or lovely little kama 
surra homework assignments, 
but regardless, the class sounds 
positively stimulating 
Chisolm described it as a 
"womb to tomb approach" to 
MXIialHy in humans. The class 
begins with anatomy and phyl 
mlogy — you know, boys havea 
penis, ,-irls haw a vagina, that 
sort of thing "Without under- 
standing the parts, it's sort of a 
moot point," Chisolm said. 
Wessel said. "It's a sunoy 
count, so it provides a broad 
m ere iew of many topics. One 
purpose is to add to their knowl- 
edge. Second is to have them 
develop personally, expanding 
on particular inten-.is ' 
From there, the class delves 
into every possible aspect and 
•gt l.uige of secual develop- 
ment and the human aaxual 
response cycle. "From before 
you are bom until you die, sex 
uality is a part of us. \\, sM | 
said. It stretches "from the child 
learning their gender role to the 
old person still sexually interest 
island identifying their role asa 
man or a woman." So, reading 
between the lines, the class 
spans from early childhood sex 
uality to, how shall we say u 
geriatric, practices. 
Yes. boys and girls, in Health 
372 you will be faced with the 
ic.ili/alion that your grandpar- 
ents still do the dirty deed. And 
an immense shudder works its 
way through the room. The pny 
lessors understand. "Every gen 
eration has a hard time seeing 
the generations older than them 
as sexual beings," Wessel said 
You have been forewarned 
— this class is not for the weak 
stomached or faint of heart. 
On a possibly less revolting 
but no less interesting note, the 
class covers sexual deviations 
and societally inappropriate 
preferences (a.k.a. shoe fetishes 
or S&M) to relationship dynam 
ks and sexual dysfunction. The 
class also discusses potential 
outcomes of sex such as preg- 
nancy, birth and STDs, as well 
as how to avoid them. 
A main point of the class is to 
expose everyone to an array ol 
opinions on various topics, 
through lectures, classmate 
inleiaclionand videos. 
Ah. yes, videos. Where 
would a human sexuality class 
be without videos? They are, as 
can be expected, a wee bit more 
tasteful than "Debbie Does 
Dallas," but no less explicit And 
they run the gamut in subject 
matter of what Chisolm refers to 
as "snared behaviors and soli- 
tary behaviors, the full spec- 
mi m" Clips from entertaining 
bul relevant modern movies are 
also shown For example, rumor 
has it that Chisolm used the 
comedy "Booty Call" to illus- 
trate a point or two. 
"I make jokes and try to 
keep it lighthearted," Wessel 
said. "But it's important mate- 
rial. It's an important process 
It makes us healthier and 
more satisfied human beings 
to have an understanding of 
human sexuality." 
Although the laughter may 
be all very well and good when 
appropriate, are college stu 
dents still giggling over genital 
terminology? "The students are 
not immature," Wessel said 
"Some may be uncomfortable 
hut they certainly act ver\ 
maturely" Good to know. 
Finally, to clear up one 
misconception about the 
class, it is not necessarily an 
easy A. Both teachers agree 
that students often get a bit 
more than they bargained for. 
"A lot of them think 'How 
hard can it be?' and then they 
get surprised when there is a 
test," Chisolm said. "But it is 
the most fun that you can get 
credit for on campus." 
When registering in the next 
few days or in future semesters, 
keep this class in mind. If your 
appetite isn't whetted by now, it 
most likely won't be. But even if 
you are curious and you can't 
take the class right now, have 
no fear. You can always buy 
"The Birds, the Bees and the 
Herenstain Bears" for $3.35 at 
your local children's bookstore 
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Class in session at Latimer-Shaeffer 
BY KATIE HOLT 
staff whirr 
Mixing women, sibling 
rivalry and 1960s smalltown 
Ufa could be a recipe (or cUttl 
ter. Bui, for playwright 
Edward Napier, the product 
was the humorous and 
poignant play "The English 
Teachers," an off-Broadway 
production first performed in 
1999. Two years later, JMU the 
aler students will perform the 
show in Hnrrisonburg. 
"It's a play about women," 
said theatre professor Tom 
Arthur, the play's director. 
Arthur said he chose the play 
because it's also about im.ill 
town life. While reading the 
script, he said he n ,ts reminded 
of Rockingham County. 
"I just think it's ,1 great 
story,'' Arthur said "It's real I 
identified with it." 
"The English Teachers" 
takes place in Ceredo, W.V. and 
centers on the Walker family. 
Vic Walker Campbell, played 
by senior Emily Catesman, 
with the help of her campaign 
manager Ruthie Davis, pUrrad 
by junior Hilary Mann, is run- 
ning for a seat in the West 
Virginia HouM "I I Vlrg.iti-. 
Vic's sister Polly Walker, 
played by senior Becca 
Worthington, is an eccentric 
community theater celebrity 
who rains on her sister's polit- 
ical parade by getting fired as a 
local schoolteacher   Political 
concerns aside, Vic worms 
that Polly's outlandish ways 
are a bad influence on her 
daughter Lib, played by junior 
Lesley Mfcppk) 
-66- 
Women operate under a 
lot of societal 
handicaps. [This pla\ is 
about I women who just 
weren't going to take it. 
— Tom Arthur 
theatre professor, dtrector 
55 
The Walker sisters are fight- 
ing .i battle of perception — 
things .is they appear versus 
things how they really are. Free- 
spirited Polly lones for a day 
when she is free from the mun- 
rJant small town life. Down-to- 
earth Vic plays the game of life, 
and plays it well. Despite their 
different approaches to lite, the 
in.'ul »»l the play remains solid 
independent women defying 
the status quo to pursue their 
dreams. 
"Women operate under a lot 
of societal handicaps," Arthur 
■ I-.1 (Ilus play is about] 
women who just weren't KOing 
to take it. 
"The whole cast is great, I've 
never had I better cast," Arthur 
said. The playwright, Napier, 
will join the audience, according 
to Arthur Arthur called 
N.ipier's agent after dividing to 
do the play and extended the 
invitation. 
"He's excited that we're 
doing it," Arthur said, "and I'm 
thrilled [to be having him]." 
Adding to the excitement of 
the show's release, "The Rnglish 
Teachers" is being entered in 
The American College Theater 
Festival ihe festival, to be held 
at the Kennedy Center in 
Washington, D.C., is a showcase 
of some of the best student-per- 
formed plays in the country. 
Before making it to the Kennedy 
Center, the show must first 
make it to the regional competi- 
tion, fudges from the festival 
will attend two of the show's 
performances. 
I lespMe the excitement of the 
festival, Arthur stresses that you 
don't do a play for the sake of 
competition. I iowever, Arthur 
also said it is an honor that two 
JMU performances have been 
featured in the competition in 
the last 10 years. 
"The English Teachers" will 
run Nov. 6 to 10 in Lihmer- 
Shaeffer Theatre, at 8 p.m. each 
night Tickets cost $6 with JAC 
and 58 without. Tickets may be 
purchased at the Masterpiece 
Season Itox Office or bv calling 
X8-7000. 
Fashion police use kinder approach 
FASHION, from page 15 
stop being a teeny bopper 
wannabe and be the best (insert 
your name here) that you can 
be. Please, keep in mind the 
only way you can be the best 
(insert your name here) is to 
follow my fashion advice." 
Having good hair and/or 
makeup when you come to 
class in warm-ups and a 
sweatshirt ... hmmm. Before 
I would have Midi 
"Obviously, guys, if your 
hair looks really good and 
ladies if your hair and make- 
up look really good as you 
stroll into class in warm-ups 
and a sweatshirt, everyone in 
the class knows that you got 
up  early   to make yourself 
look good |ust so you could 
come to class in a roll-out-of- 
bed outfit. I am a firm believ- 
er in good personal hygiene, 
but come on, if you are going 
to wear clothes appearing 
like you rolled out of bed, 
make sure your hair and/or 
make up follow suit." 
I happened to see the peo- 
ple of Bourbon Street on 
Halloween weekend, and 
minus my friends' attire, I 
was forced to think ... 
hmmm. Before I would have 
said, "I didn't know being a 
fashion victim was a popular 
custume this year." 
Ih.se examples have io 
many levels to them. First, 
they show us how "hmmm" 
can change the way we com- 
municate about bad fashion, 
and second the examples high- 
light "hmmm" fashion choices 
we should avoid as we fight 
against fashion injustice. 
My advice for the week: 
contact the A-fashion-nado at 
.i Jihhhm nado@ifiihoo.cotn with 
things that make you go 
"hmmm.'' Your help may lead 
to the capture and rehabilitation 
of a "hmmm" fashion victim. 
lite dictionary defines fashion as 
"that which what looks nice to 
wear." Hi, I'm James Daiid and 
while I may not lutve been Mr. 
Madison, lam the A-fashion mdo. 
and that s Mr. Petty Officer A-fash- 
ion-nailo to MOU. buddy. 
Homecoming variety steps onstage 
IIOUIA OMIXG. from page 16 
vide an atmosphere of midnight 
in the back alley in a Mafia 
"Godfather"-like scene. As three 
of the head   Mafia  members 
secretively discussed serious 
matters onstage, other members 
entered from the rear of the 
auditorium dressed in black 
pants with pink stripes, sus- 
penders, white collared shirts 
and brimmed hats. The gang 
took the stage and began to tran- 
sition from one scene to the next 
in a repetitive series of steps and 
responses to an off-stage voice. 
These ladies truly took on the 
Mafia mentality. Audience 
members sat on the edge of their 
chairs and some even jumped to 
their feet after a series of difficult 
moves by the Skeepranos. 
The defendants in the case of 
the The People m. Delta Sigma 
Theta: Usual Suspects followed 
the Skeepranos' act. The defen- 
dants were charged with pro- 
viding more community service 
than any other Creek organiza- 
tion on campus, holding the 
highest grade point average of 
the Greeks on campus and hold- 
ing the reputation of being the 
worst steppers on campus. 
-66  
did the intensity of the routine 
The fraternity portion of the 
show followed the sororities 
Though both Alpha Phi Alpha 
and Omega Psi Phi fraternities 
are active on IMU's campus, 
neither have a step team. 
Members of their fraternities, 
from different university chap- 
ters, represented the fraternities 
in the JMU show. 
University of Virginia's lota 
Beta chapter of APA represented 
JMU's Xi Delta chapter of APA 
in the competition. 
All black with gold ties kepi 
the costuming simple but effec- 
tive for the Alpha men. 
Highlights of their perfor- 
mance were difficult step 
accompanied by seductive 
dance. The females in the audi- 
ence responded enthusiastical- 
ly as the men began to remove 
their tops and present audience 
members with carnations. The 
group exited with a step and 
dance to Michael Jackson's 
"You Rock My World." The 
routine's difficulty combined 
with dancing set high expecta- 
tions for the following group — 
the men of Omega Psi Phi fra- 
ternity from Norfolk State 
University. 
With tenacity and determi- 
nation, the Omega men took a 
Stepping is only a small ffervn' ^ *°panting 
themselves onstage. They sang 
component of Greek 
life. Service is first and 
foremost. 
— Zephia Bryant 
assistant director of multicultural 
programs for CM1SS 
Each defendant was ensem- 
bled in red pants, a white-col- 
lared shirt accessorized with a 
red flower and a black hat. 
These divas pled guilty to all 
but one charge. They came 
ready to defend the charge of 
the being the worst steppers. 
With each step, the judge repeat- 
edly warned that her patience 
was running thin with the case 
hut later found the defendants 
not guilty based on evidence 
like precision. 
The audience sat anxiously, 
waiting for the next piece of evi- 
dence to be presented. With each 
step, the crowd grew louder as 
heartfelt songs about the organi- 
zation and proclaimed that they 
were not into disco fever, but 
they were real, authentic step- 
pers. Not only did this group 
stand out for their singing, but 
also they were the only group to 
present the younger version of 
themselves In the last moments 
of their step, the Omegas 
brought out two small children. 
"Omega men always step 
with enthusiasm, pride and 
precision," said George Moore 
II, president of the JMU chap- 
ter of OPP "In addition to 
that, we always attempt to 
'think out of the box' and add 
an original twist to each show. 
The Alphas and the Omegas 
both had excellent shows and 
it was a close call." 
The young boy stepped and 
danced as part of OPP's presen- 
tation. His female companion 
who represented the ladies of 
DST later accompanied him. 
The two organizations have 
been known to adopt each other 
as sister and brother organiza- 
tions, though not officially rec- 
ognized as such. 
West Potomac High School 
Vicious Wolverines performed 
during the intermission while 
judges tallied the vote. The nine- 
member squad used special 
effects like glow sticks and light- 
ing techniques to bring back a 
few old school step moves. 
The competition is judged 
in five categories: best cos- 
tume, best special effects, best 
entrance, best exit and overall 
best performance. Sororities 
and fraternities are judged 
separately. 
-66- 
...we always attempt to 
'think outside of the 
box'and add an 
original twist to 
each show. 
— George Moore II 
presidem. JMU chapter of 
Omega Psi Phi 
-55- 
First place finishers in the 
overall best performance catago- 
ry were Alpha Kappa Alpha 
sorority and Omega Psi Phi fra- 
ternity. Each organization was 
awarded $500 and a trophy. DST 
and AKA sororities tied for best 
costume and APA fraternity 
won best costume in the male 
division. The best special effect 
winneis were AKA and OPP. 
The best entrance went to AKA 
and APA. The best exit went to 
DST and the two fraternities tied 
for best exit 
CMISS along with NAACP 
and the Black Student 
/ lliance sponsored the event, 
"btepping is only a small 
component of Greek life. 
Service is first and foremost," 
said Zephia Bryant, assistant 
director of multicultural pro- 
grams for CMISS. 
On the roots of stepping, 
alumni Terrance Addison 
also a member of Alpha Phi 
Alpha said, "The history of 
stepping comes back from 
Egyptian times. It's the com- 
bination of dance, originality, 
difficulty, enthusiasm and 
steps all into one." 
YOU'VE MISSED... 
inner campus buses 
^[opportunities to go to UREC 
8 am classes 
But don't miss that 
chances to talk to that! 
hottie you met last weekend 
last chance to get your 
yearbook picture taken! 
Monday, November 5th, Taylor 405 12-5pm 
Tuesday, November 6th, Taylor 405 9-5pm 
$5 sitting fee, $1 to reserve a yearbook 
Questions? Call Allison at 568-6541 
or e-mail the_bluestone@jmu.edu 
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i- Opening act 
Women's basketball 
opens with a win in 
exhibition game 
sec story below 
"We have got a lot to work on. Our defense was, at times, 
very sloppy ... I thought we had some players that were trying 
to do too much, rather than to stay within the system." 
BUD CHILDERS 
women's basketball coach 
SM story below 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Martin wins No. 350 
Dukes blank Radford to give coach milestone win 
' 
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON 
senior writer 
Duel Tape Man attacked 
Radford University 
Wednesday night. 
The Highlanders may have 
come to Reservoir Street Field 
on Halloween as a men's soccer 
team determined to repeat the 
beating they gave JMU in kul 
year's preseason. However, 
they didn't anticipate coming 
up against the dynamic JMU 
junior midfielder Ben Munro 
During the course of the 
blowout 6-0 game, Munro, who 
would go trick-6r-treating after 
the game dressed as "Duct Tape 
Man" in a suit completely con- 
sisting of duct tape and a hat, 
took more shots than anyone 
else, scored two goals and 
assisted in one. 
"He's a very good, exeep-. 
tional player," Radford coach 
Spencer Smith said. "He has a 
lot of leadership qualities and 
has a good future ahead of him." 
Coach Tom Martin said, 
"Ben had a really good game 
He's playing with confidence 
and playing well. Ben had a 
good night." 
In addition to Munro having 
a stellar evening in the team's 
last home game of the season, 
the team rounded out an unde- 
feated home record of 16-0-0 in 
the last two years, and Martin 
gained his 350th career victory 
after 25 years of coaching. 
"It was an overall good solid 
team," Munro said. "A lot of the 
guys came to play. We all gave 
100 percent effort." 
With the Dukes often laugh- 
ing and joking on the field, the 
game had a lighthearted feel- 
ing, an emotion the Radford 
goalkeepers certainly didn't 
share. From the start, JMU 
dominated Radford. 
Six and a half minutes into 
the game, Munro took a comer 
kick from the right side. Me 
kicked the ball in the air to red- 
shirt senior defender F.d Fox, 
who headed it towards the 
lower right hand corner of the 
goal. The ball landed at the feet 
of senior defender John 
Ambridge, who eerily lapped 
the ball past I lighlanders fn'sh- 
man goalkeeper Harper 
Thorsen. Both Munro and Fox 
were credited with assisting 
Ambridge's 
goal, putting Wednesday 




took most of        JMU 
the       shots, (l 
rece i vi ng 
passes from senior midfielder 
Reggie Rivers who dribbled up 
the left wing with unmatched 
speed and delicately precise ball 
control. Junior forward Patrice 
Filin controlled the midfield 
with his size and good position- 
ing, out-jumping Radford's for- 
wards and clamping down on 
Thorsen's goal kicks. And with 
his 6-foot-3-inch height. Fox 
played a key defensive role, 
intercepting headers as well. 
Although Thorsen seemed 
to squirm by without the 
Dukes inflicting too much 
damage thus far, his nine lives 
quickly faded. On a breakaway, 
Munro dribbled up the center 
of the field and passed to Filin. 
Filin took a shot, which 
Thorsen attempted to catch but 
couldn't hold onto. Munro 
then caught the deflection and 
blasted the ball into the back of 
the center of the net, putting 
]MU up 2-0 with six minutes 
remaining in the first half 
As if Munro hadn't already 
proven his determined prowess 
and Thorsen wasn't already 
tired enough, the two were both 
responsible for |MU's third 
goal, five and a half minutes 
into the second half After catch- 
ing a shot on goal, Thorsen fell 
over a JMU forward, while still 
i Iviti lung the ball, but landed 
outside the penalty box This 
resulted in a direct foul kick for 
handling. Munro took the kick, 
and with his left foot placed the 
ball over the Highlander defen- 
sive wall into the top right cor- 
ner of the net. 
"He scored a very nice free 
kick." Martin said. "His free 
kick was sweet." 
After securing a daunting 3- 
0 lead early in the second half, 
Munro was replaced by senior 
forward David Kozak. Less 
than 10 minules after Kozak's 
entrance. Ambridge dribbled 
up the center of the field, passed 
the ball up the left wing to 
Kozak, and in a running lead 
Kozak one-touched the ball to 
score JMU's fourth goal 
With just over 17 minutes 
remaining in the game, fresh- 
man forward Denny Fulk 
caught a pass just past the mid- 
field line. He then dribbled 
straight up the field and took a 
shot on goal. Again, the keeper 
touched the ball, but couldn't 
hold onto it. Fulk gave it a sec- 
ond try, kicking the Dukes fifth 
goal into an open net. 
VANESSA Zl'IDEMM DMnftaAHf phiotni/'her 
Freshman Denny Fulk looks to pass as two Radford University players approach. Fulk had one 
goal In JMU's 6-0 shut out over the Highlanders Wednesday night at Reservoir Street Field. 
Then with just less than 10 
minutes left, Radford tripped 
red-shirt junior midfielder Zane 
O'Brien in its own penalty box, 
garnering a penalty kick. Senior 
forward Michael Godwin took 
the kick, sliding the ball 
smoothly into the center of the 
goal while Radford's keeper 
dove to the right side. 
"James Madison University 
played very well," Smith said. 
"They worked hard and certain- 
ly deserved the victory." 
Matin said/That's a good 
win for us. We were dangerous 
and got a lot of chances. We 
scored some nice goals tonight. 
It was very rewarding." 
With the shutout 
Wednesday night, JMU's record 
rises to 9-1-1 while Radford's 
plummets to 4-11-0. The Dukes 
took a whopping 37 total shots 
on goal, compared to eight from 
the Highlanders. 
While still receiving votes to 
recnter the national rankings, 
the Dukes have yet to return to 
the National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America top 25, 
having hit No. 25 nationally 
two weeks ago but falling off 
after a double-overtime tie with 
Old Dominion University. 
The men hope to get back 
into the national rankings with 
a good showing in 
Charlottesville Friday night 
against thrir state rival and 
undefeated. No. 2-ranked 
University of Virgini.i 
The Dukes also shut out 
George Mason University 2-0 
Saturday in Fairfax 
Freshman Denny Fulk 
scored on a pass from Mniof 
Reggie Rivers for JMU's first 
tpS, Riven also assisted junior 
Patrice Filin, who scored the sec- 
ond JMU goal in the second half. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL Dukes win in 
exhibition 
photox'tiphft 
•   . >    u mmm cankiln *hooti over two Perik defenders In Friday'* exhibition game. 
^"^T^U^^ll! win over the P.rlk lump.,, of the N.th.ri.nd, 
BY DREW WILSON 
assistant sports editor 
The JMU women's basket- 
ball team kicked off its 2001 '01 
campaign in an exhibition 
game win against the Perik 
Jumpers of the Netherlands 
Friday at the Convocation 
Center. Junior forward Shanna 
Price's 18 points paced the 
Dukes' scoring attack, as JMU 
defeated Perik 85 71. 
Perik opened with a 7-4 lead 
in the first five minutes, but the 
Dukes eventually took a 14-13 
lead with 11 minutes and 34 sec- 
onds remaining in the first hall 
and didn't relinquish it. JMU 
stretched its first-half lead to as 
many as 8 points and took a 41- 
36 lead into the locker room at 
the half. 
In the second half, the 
Jumpers rallied to pull close to 
JMU. Daphne Berends' jump 
shot with 1441 remaining 
decreased the Dukes' lead to 2 
points. However,' two free 
thmws bv Price and a 3-pointer 
by senior guard Allyson Keener 
quickly increased the JMU lead 
back to 7. 
The Jumpers pulled to within 
3 again with just over 11 minuti's 
to go, but a 3-pointer and a 
jumper by senior center 1 lolk'e 
Franklin squashed the Perik 
rally. Perik would make one 
more run, pulling to within 3 on 
a 3-pointer by Saskia Pierweijer. 
Keener immediately COUnUnd 
the 3-pointer with a 3 of her own. 
With 5:47 left. Berends 
tailed out, leavinga void on the 
tli«>r for the Jumpers. While 
Perik did get within 2 points, 
JMU quickly took advantage of 
Berends' absence and held the 
Jumpers to one field goal in the 
final minutes. 
"She is a good player," 
Childers said of Berends, who 
scored a team-high 14 points. 
"She is 35 years old. Their civich 
said she had been on that team 
71 
JMU 
for about 16 years. "I was very 
impressed with her game She 
definitely was the glue to that 
team, and when she fouled out I 
thought our defense did a good 
job of taking advantage of it." 
Franklin finished with 15 
points, while Kenner scored 14. 
Price added 13 rebounds to give 
her a double-double on the 
night. Freshman center Martina 
Williams scored II points in her 
Convo debut. 
While the Dukes did win, 
Childers and the team know 
they have room to improve. 
"We have got a lot to work 
on."    Childers    said.    "Our 
defense  was,  at  limes,  very 
sloppy.   We 
Friday        fouled way 
Perik '°°    much, 
and I 
thought  we 
had     some 
players that 
were  trying 
to   do   too 
much, rather than to stav H Ml 
in the system." 
Franklin said,   "We\.   got 
some stuff to work on. I think 
we did well, comridenM Ihto >s 
our first game. CXir dlNna! 
we have got to work on that as 
,i Hun Hut I is.i-. platted  it 
was a (win)." 
1 kjtl think W« need lo Like 
it one game at a tune. Ir.uiklin 
added "I ike Coach Childers is 
always saving, take one game, 
build on that, learn from our 
mist.iki-. and keep building If 
we keep doing that, I think we 
,in' >;<>ing to go really tar this 
war tnd we •.in b<- really sue 
cessful" 
Price agreed She said, "I 
also think we need to work on 
.leleiiMve transition and help 
side. Just basic defensive funda- 
mentals - I think we have a lit- 
tle ways to go on that." 






JMU advanced to the finals 
of the Colonial Athletic 
-W.-. i.ihon's field hotkey tour- 
nament befon" falling to Old 
IX ui union University. 5-0. 
The title is the sixth straight 
for the Monarchs. who scored 
two first-half goals to jump lo 
an early lead. 
The defeat could have been 
more drastically lopsided if not 
for the defensive efforts of jun- 
ior JMU goalkeeper Kiernan 
Raffo who recorded Iu saves on 
the afternoon. 
ODU put 2(> total shots on 
net in the match to JMU's two. 
In the CAA semifinals 
Siturday tin-1 Hikes kiux.ked off 
the College of William & Mary 
2-1 in a dramatic double-over- 
time M m 
Brahman midfielder Veerle 
GoudfWaaid OMted .1 break 
away up the middle and put a 
shot past the Tribe keeper to lift 
|ML into Sunday ■• final. 
The Dukes tied the score at 
1-1 with eight minutes remain- 
ing, and me game remained 
deadlocked through the second 
half and into the second over- 
turn- period. 
Senior     Traci      l-'nrchctti 
ecorad the game-tying goal in 
the first half 
In the semitinal matchup 
|M1   out shot W&M 12-11 and 
Raffo made nine key savt-s 
Three Dukes — Raffo, 
Forcetti and Goudswaard — 
were named to the 2001 CAA 
All-Tournament team. 
On Tuesday. JMU will dis- 
cover it> postaeaaon fate as the 
NCAA will announce its Meld of 
16 for the NCAA Tournament. 
—front staff reports 
I 
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SPORTS 
FOOTBALL 
KIWI Kl VAnijAmnM. 
Red-shirt |unlof running back Brannon Golns gets stuffed by three Oelaware defenders In a game In which the Dukes managed Just 65 yards on the ground. 
Hens peck apart JMU passing game in drubbing 
Six interceptions and youthful errors come home to roost in 28-3 loss; JMU loses seventh straight 
III   \^ 
es picked oft the ntosl critical 
of which was intercept) d, 
deep in Delaware territory 
with the Dukei driving and 
lime running out in the Firal 
h.iIf, JMU trailing 14-3. 
The momentum never 
shifted back. 
"It's h.ird to gel any 
rhythm because you |usl gel 
drilled bai k there <■■■ 
three times when protection 
breaks down," Matthews 
said. 
The l tens' defense stifled 
(MU's offensive efforts .ill 
afternoon, allowing |usl 166 
total yards 
Delaware safety Vince 
Wilson said,    We knew they 
had tendencies and we pret- 
ty much knew what they 
were going to do 70 percent 
of the time. When they lined 
up we knew exactly what 
was coming." 
The Hens jumped out to 
an early 14-o lead in the first 
quarter as their Wing-T 
offense had the Dukes on 
their heels. 
Senior linebacker Derick 
Pack said, "It took us too 
long to get going. We were 
out then mi egg shells trying 
to figure Ihe Wing-T out." 
Delaware pounded out 
191 of their 313 yards on the 
ground, chewing up 36 min- 
utes of the game clock. 
Despite the loss 
Matthews   said    that    the 
defense put in a gutsy per- 
formance. 
Pack     said,"Out     there 
today  I  thought  everybody 
-66— 
With this many young 
guys it's a comedy of 
errors even Saturday. 
— Mickey Matthews 
" football coach 
-95 
gave great effort, we just got 
outplayed today." Pack said. 
"They were just  the belter 
tram 
JMU's woes aren't just 
attributed to the passing 
game. On a third and long 
the Dukes' coaching staff 
called a quarterback sneak 
for LeZotte. Freshman ten 
ter Jeff Compton failed to 
open Ihe hole and I.eZotte 
stumbled for a short gain. 
The Dukes managed just 
6^ yards on the ground. 
Delaware scored twice In 
the second half on the 
ground, with the final score 
being a source of controver- 
sy. 
After LeZolte's fifth 
interception with under a 
minute rein.lining in the 
game. Ihe Hens look control 
of the ball on the JMU 2- 
yard line. Instead of elect- 
ing to take I knee and run 
out the clock with a 21-3 
lead, Delaware coach 
Tubby Raymond chose to 
pound it in. 
"We've got all these kids 
that want to play," 
Raymond said. "I didn't 
think it was that bad." 
Raymond said that it's 
hard to make an aggressive 
football team if you don't let 
them play. 
"We have so many young 
players on offense," 
Matthews said. "There's just 
no consistency. 
"With this many young 
guys it's a comedy of errors 
every Saturday." 
Watch sports and get paid for it! 
Write for Breeze sports. 
No experience necessary. 








ROOM, from page 19 
However, Childers was 
pleased with how the team 
played overall. 
"I thought our team, at 
times, showed some of the 
things that we hope to devel- 
op over the course of the sea- 
son," Childers said. "We 
played very aggressive, ran 
the floor pretty well and 
shared the ball. I thought our 
veterans did a nice job, but I 
was most pleased that when 
our freshmen came into the 
game, they came in and con- 
tributed. They looked like 
they were at home out there 
and weren't intimidated. That 
was a real plus." 
Price said, "1 thought (the 
freshmen) played very well. 
Martina definitely came in 
and gave us a lift off the 
bench. (Crystal (Brooks) 
posted up very strongly and 
Lynn (Liburd) had a couple 
of deflections and one or 
two steals. I was really 
proud of them." 
Childers also was 
impressed with Perik's play. 
He said, "Going in, I was 
hoping we would play a team 
that would be a pretty good 
team. I thought they were a 
pretty good team. They 
played a very American style 
(of basketball), which is some- 
thing that most of the 
Europeans don't. So that was 
bonus. I thought they had a 
couple very good athletes to 
challenge us." 
The Dukes face Liberty 
University in a scrimmage 
game Nov. 10 in Lynchburg. 
JMU opens its regular sea- 
son Nov. 16 at home against 
Gardner-Webb University. 
TOD AT?    UK   .M'oi;i:   His   niiST   WOK   is 
Nor   IIAU    IOU    AN    KX-M A II I N E. 
JfeatfaflBs* 
Vv, 
America's number one cause of adull disability is stroke.  But 
there is help and hope for improving impaired functions like 
talking and writing.   A certified speech-language pathologist 
can recommend a treatment program and offer guidance to 
family members   For more on stroke and Ihe therapies 
available, contact Ihe American Speech-longuage-Hearing 




liTSTBK TO £NY CD 
BfirORE YCtf BtfY! 
OYSTERHEAD • The Giand Pecking Order • On Sale S13.99 
When it a supergroup not ■ supergroup* When it s siellai members don't 
tau along the ionic baggage ottheir >otm*M groups into Iheir new collec 
livt endeavor In dial iprrii. it i (ima lor the world lo meat Oyslerhead 
TIM power Ino conuiii of Polite drummer Stewert Copeland, Primus 
oaiUH/voceltM let Cleypoo! and Ptn»h guCansv Jerry Garcia o* the Gen- 
X set Tiay Anatlas-o There's not even a trace ol rocs star pomposity to 
ba (Wind m these tunei. which are dehned by qi*r*y. often humorous 
lyrics and s>ppc-y. limey groovei thai make the most out ol Copeland s 
superhuman polyhythms and Diypoot s wide variety ol ban tones 
Oystirhead n si* vary much ill own group 
REM Y ZERO * Golden Hum • On Site $13 99 
The Golden Hum it lifted wflh tug nils, subtle hooks and 
soaring vocals And Me the bast roca bands Remv ?erc 
revels sn the music's contredicboni dart and uphhinu 
cynical and hopeful. The GoMen Mum should cenamhT 
stand as one o' 70011 best albums - 
GET CASH! WE BUY AND SELL USED CDs, DVDs 
VHS VIDEOS & VINYL, SO BRING US YOUR STUFF! 
NEW  &   USED 434-99969 
790-96 E MARKET STREET 
|m Kroger Shopping Center I 
CMAMOmiVHIl AM) RKH 
SBOAiasiGHHuo'oitcmus wrcsis 
t VWl 1A11IS • HCWI 'mi CODOS 
USTIM airoei you euyi 
iron  wxvwos.raits■TiMrs.iiAmiAWi 
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM 
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Women's soccer lops VCU 
and W&M 
The JMU women's soccer 
team defeated the College of 
William & Mary in double- 
overtime 2-1 on Sunday. 
Junior Deanna Saracino scored both of the Dukes' goals 
including the game winner in the 115th minute. Saracino's 
first goal came off of a header in the 53rd minute. 
The Dukes beat VCU 4-2 Oct. 31 in Richmond 
Sophomore Abby Karpinski scored two goals to pace 
)MU. Sophomore Marissa Schuchat and senior Jamie 
Miller also added a goal apiece. 
Men's cross country second at CAAs 
The JMU men's cross country team placed second at 
the Colonial Athletic Association Championships Oct. 27 
in Williamsburg. 
•  Senior Brian Rcutinger placed 10th and sophomore 
John Fraser finished 12th for the Dukes. 
Five more Dukes finished inside the lop 25. 
Monday. Nov. 5 
- Women's golf competes at the 
Pine Needles Invitational in 
Southern Pines, N.C 
Tuesday. Nov. ft 
- Women's ttoli continues play al the Pine Needles 
Invitational in Southern Pines, N.C. 
- Women's soccer starts play in the Colonial Athletic 
Association tournament 
lriil.i>, Nov. 'I 
- Men's soccer travels to face the University of Virginia in 
Charloltesville. 
- Volleyball   faces  the  University  of  Delaware  in 
Wilmington, Del. 
Saturday. Nov. 10 
- Football takes on the College of William & Mary in 
Williamsburg. 
- Volleyball travels lo play Hofslra University in Long 
Island, NY. 
- Women's basketball scrimmages Liberty University in 
Lynchburg. 
- Women's cross country competes at  the  NCAA 
Southeast Region Championships. 
OLYMPICS 
Military service will come first 
Olympic hopefuls to choose nation over sport in light of war 
BY LEW FREEMAN 
Chicago Tribune 
|eremy Teela is only 
months away from living out 
his dream as an Olympian, 
but he knows life-and-death 
events on the other side of the 
world can interrupt in an 
instant. Instead of competing 
for the U.S. biathlon team in 
Utah in February, he could be 
aiming his rifle at Taliban 
troops in Afghanistan by then. 
Instead of wearing red, 
white and blue and repre- 
senting his country on the 
world's largest sporting 
stage, Teela could be wearing 
a camouflage uniform and 
patrolling mountains on a 
very different kind of mis- 
sion for his country. 
Teela, 24, from Anchorage, 
Alaska, but currently 
attached to a Vermont 
National Guard unit, is a 
member of the Army's World 
Class Athlete Program. Like 
other top prospects for the 
American biathlon and bob- 
sled teams, his orders are sim- 
ple: train to be the best you 
can be 
If he competes well at the 
U.S. trials New Year's week, 
he will become an Olympian. 
Unless he has to go to war. 
"If it comes, it comes," 
Teela, an infantryman, said at 
a recent gathering of potential 
American 2002 Winter Games 
Olympians. "I have no idea if 
I will be called up." 
Athletes in Teela's situa- 
tion exist with mixed emo- 
tions, hoping for medals or 
high finishes but also know- 
ing they could be shipped 
overseas. The skills para- 
mount in their sport — cross- 
country skiing and shooting 
— could be in high demand 
during an Afghan winter 
They watch the news, under- 
standing a call could come 
any time. But in the meantime 
they try to focus on coaches' 
instructions rather than offi- 
cers' commands. 
"The orders can change at 
any time," said Andrea 
Nahrgang, 23, a contender to 
make the women's biathlon 
team and a member of the 
Minnesota National Guard. 
"We're soldier-athletes." 
An expanding ground 
war looms in Afghanistan in 
response to the terrorist 
attacks of Sept. 11 on the 
World Trade Center and 
Pentagon. But no one can 
project how widespread the 
need will be for additional 
soldiers in the coming 
months. 
"I've thought about it," 
said Teela, who placed ninth 
in the sprint at the 2001 world 
championships and is one of 
the best US hopes for a 
medal. "We've talked about 
it. If you're going to train and 
focus for the Olympic team, 
you don't have time to (dwell 
on) it. This is my job." 
The World Class Athlete 
Program began as part of the 
Army's sports program in 
1978, though it became more 
formal in 1994. It identifies 
top-rated athletes and sup- 
ports them in training for 
two or three years before a 
Winter or Summer 
Olympics. In addition to 
training and competing, the 
athletes also visit high 
schools and colleges for clin- 
ics to serve as "positive role 
models," according to a pro- 
gram-produced background 
sheet. Eight program mem- 
bers competed in the 1998 
Winter Games in Nagano. 
Nine biathlon athletes and 
two coaches helping them 
work toward 2002 are in the 
Army program. But only 
four, Teela, Nahrgang, 
Lawton Redman, 25, of 
Vermont and Kristina 
Viljanen-Sabasteanski, 32, a 
1998 Olympian from Maine, 
are part of the World Class 
Athlete Program and active 
members of Team USA. The 
most notable biathletes in the 
Army program, but not cur- 
rently affiliated with the 
national team, are past 
Olympians Curtis Schreiner 
and Dan Westover 
They are all seeking to 
qualify for an Olympic team 
that has four men's and four 
women's slots available. 
Jay Hakkinen of Kasilof, 
Alaska, who has World Cup 
finishes in the top six and 
who joins Teela as top 
American medal prospects, 
is not in the military, but he 
has considered his team- 
mates' situation. 
-66  
The orders can change 
at anytime. We're 
soldier-athletes. 
— Andrea Nahrgang 
biathlon hopeful 
-55 
Initially, he joked that if 
they were called to active 
duty it would be "less com- 
petition for me." More seri- 
ously, he said he did not 
expect them to be facing 
bullets rather than shooting 
at targets. 
"It's something you 
never really expect to hap- 
pen," Hakkinen said. 
"There's a war going on, but 
it's sort of surreal." 
Five bobsled hopefuls — 
Steve Holcomb, 21, of Salt 
Lake City; Mike Kohn, 29, of 
Chantilly, Va.; Doug Sharp, 
31, of Jeffersonville, Ind.; Jill 
Bakken, 24, of Park City, 
Utah; and Shauna Rohbock, 
24, of Orem, Utah — plus 
national team coaches Bill 
Tavares and Tuffy Latour — 
are in the Army World Class 
Athlete Program. 
"They've allowed us to 
train for the Games," said 
Bakken, a member of the U.S. 
team since 1994 but also a 
member of the Utah National 
Guard. "We are ambassadors 
for them." 
While still being encour- 
aged to train, the women 
were ordered to check in 
with superiors every day, 
said Rohbock, Bakken's 
sledding partner. 
"They have to know 
where we are at all times," 
she said. 
As the women spoke, 
covert U.S. military missions 
and bombing raids were 
being carried out in 
Afghanistan. The first U.S. 
deaths connected to the con- 
flict had just been 
announced. 
"There's always a chance 
we'll be called up" Bakken 
said. 
Just what those chances 
are is unclear. Biathlon, in 
particular, long has had a 
close association with the 
Army. Years ago the biathlon 
team was based at Fort 
Richardson in Anchorage. 
The most recent parallel to 
the current circumstances 
occurred during the Gulf War 
in 1991, however. Guard 
units were called up, and 
while members of the 
biathlon team were in the 
World Class Athlete 
Program, none were activat- 
ed, according to Jerry 
Kokesh, the biathlon team's 
development director 
That does not mean war 
can't interfere with Olympic 
aspirations this time. 
"It is in the back of our 
minds," Viljanen- 
Sabasteanski said. "Right 
now our mission is to repre- 
sent the Army in the 
Olympics. But we're sol- 
diers first " 
2 MILLION INVESTORS. 
80 YEARS' EXPERIENCE. 
1 WEIRD NAME. 
TIAA-CREF has a long history ot managing portfolios lot the world's sharpest minds. 
Contact us tor ideas, strategies, and, at the very least, proper pronunciation. 
TIAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2776 
Managing money jor people 
with other (Jungs to think about.1' 
RETIIIEMENI        INSURANCE       MUTUAL FUNDS        COUIGl 4**1*61   I   IRUS1S  I   INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
TIAA CRIF individual and iMMrtiQMl Services. Inc. and Teachers Personal inmio*s Services. Inc.. distribute 
secu'ities piodects.   O 2001 teachers Insurance and Annuity Association College Retirement Equities Fund 
(TIAA CM*). New York, «Y. 04-70 
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If I want to live in an apartment for May term, is it possible for me 
and others to rent an apartment for just that month? If so, which 
apartments are available? - s.n.m. 2005 
You have a couple of options for summer sessions. Residence Life usu- 
ally has a residence hall open for summer session, so you could live mi 
campus. A second option is to check out sublets in the area We have 
sublet listings on our Web site tHlp:/fwtb.jmu.edu/ocl and you can also 
find ihem in the classified section of The Breeze. You can find sublet 
availabilities in most of the complexes, and you will be dealing directly 
with the person on the lease. A lot of people go home over ihe summer 
and would love to have someone move in and pay the rent Most hope 
for someone to be there May, June and July, but do not hesitate^ 
to call and tell them you just need it for May. 
What is the difference between a group lease and an 
individual lease? Some places I look offer one kind, but" 
other places, offer the opposite, -just checking it out 200 
The two types of leases you mentioned are the two most used in 
Hantanburg tor Itucknl housing. Usually you will find a group lease 
offered with the rental of a house or a large townhouse. This lease 
means the group of you appears on the lease and all are responsible for 
the total rent and any damages incurred. In other words, if one of your 
roommates sldpl town or trashes the place, all of you are held responsi- 
ble lot ihe debt You win go after him for payment, but in the meantime 
you all have to cover the amount he owes. Company-managed com* 
plexa generally otter individual leases. II you sign this type of lease, 
\ou are responsible for your bedroom and the common area only.  If a 
roommate skips out or CSUMI damage to his bedroom, you are not held 
responsible for his debts. The drawback to this is you      may not have 
any say on who will replace him.  It could be a non-student or someone 
. the rest of you are not compatible with. Talk it over with your familv 
I and your roommates to figure out what works best (or you. 














Gibbons Dining Hall 








































Hole in the Wall 
Jess* Quick Lunch 
Laughing Dog 
Luigi's 
Main Street Bar & Grill 
Mike's Mini-Mart 
Mr. Gatti's 
Mr. J's Bagels 
Nautilus Fitness Center 
Neighbors Exxon 
Pizza Hut 






These are just some of the more than 90 delivery locations for The Breeze. 
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FOR RENT 
Sprint Sublets* - 1 bedroom ei rne 
commons Female only. $275. but 
willing lo negotiate Call 438-3606. 
Nags Htatf Student Summer 
Rentals - seeoree/erealtycom, 
252-255*328. 
Hunters Rid** Spring Sublease .' 
bedroom townhouse. S350/montri. 
FuNy furnished, clean. W/D, patio. 
Female non-smoker preferred. 
Contact patdskOynu.edu 
Fatrvlew Avenue - d npdroom. 2 
Dath. Snort term lease 4330984 
We Have 
Property at: 
HUNTER S RIDGE 
DEVON LANE 
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4 BR furnished townhouscs 
WD. DW, AiC 
2 Blocks from campus' 
Klin, Reill> 
438-8100      Call Anylime! 
Kumtllllh/linrrnhriar 
l>rl»e Townhouse* 
Taking application* for ncxl 
year 4 and * bedroom* 2 1/2 lo 
3 1/2 baths Eihemec ready 
W/D.SI.inO-SI.600permo 
Pleas* rail 4M-0796. 
Consular Far Sata - 1MB PC. 17* 
monltor. Zip 100 drive. CD burner, 
speakers, many design and 
business progiams. Call windy. 
5740111. 
HoUfcliaifc lal MacMaa far Has - 
Paid J600; will sell foi »175 
Call 8965364 or email, 
rodarmmee»|inu edu 
FOR SALE 
Volvo 740DL - sedan. white, fully 
loaded, new tires. Excellent 
condition and mileage. $4,900. 
Cad 298-2163. 
Sofa Lav*s«at and Entirt»lrin%aril 
Carter - MX. o Do Caa 4389055 
IMS U-ue SC-4« Black/black 
with KMd trim and ail options. 92K 
miles, in excellent condition. 
Comes with a 120K mile or 1.8 
year warranty $19,995. Call Drew. 
433-9263 
Ware PecMc ftsltat • Custom but 
Jackson/Charvel with cast. 
Appraised at over $750; must sell. 
$500 Call John. 612-4525. 
Romantic Clay or Stone Cartdle- 
hotderel Gift & Thrift   227 N   Mam. 
Epson Stylus 740 Mater • 1 1/3 
rears old. Great condition. New 
oWr cartridge Included. $50. 0B0. 
432 3345 
1974 Toyota Land Cruiser - red. 
soft-top with recondrtioned 6 cylinder 
motor; 4*4 power, replaced parts 
and good condtlon. Coll 6124333 
1868 Mat-da MPV vast - 4wo, V6, 
A/C. Daily use for 11 years. 
125.000 mamiy freeway miles. 
WeH ma>nta-ned. non-smoker. Hate 
to sell, but graduating. Kelly Blue 
Book. $3,800. Sell for $3,300. 
Can 43S3431 
Washer/Dryer - almost new 
Kenmore stack washtr/dryer. 
$400. o b o Can Chris. 434-5985, 
•A 1292. 
lttl Kawaaakl Hlnja ZX880 - 
new tires and cowling. $1,000. 
5683067 
ISM Dedge Arts* - 89,000 mMes. 
Cheap, reliable transportation. 
$650 234*899 
HELP WANTED 
$$ Qet Paid tor Your OsMoa Is • 
Earn $15 - $125 and more per 
survey WWWmoney40prnions com 
Ma... $3,000* by Chrl.tmae 6 
fun sales positions open at Valley 
Mad. Avg $6   $22/hr. 434-9934. 
The iaaloa Oroap • is seeking 
upperciassmen for its lucrative 
Management internship positions 
For information go to: 
•vww.jabpon.com prior to contacting 
us by phone. 18006583847 
Fraternities. Sororities, Clubs. 
Student Groups • Earn $1,000 
$2,000 this semester with the 
easy Campos fundraiser, com 3 hour 
fundralswg event. Does not Involve 
credit card awtcauont. Fundratslrtg 
dates are Mrg ouicttly. so call today" 
Contact Campu$funOrai$»r.com 
at 8889233238, or visit 
www. campy jfundre/aer com 
Maeter Ceatrol Oa-arator • part 
time for broadcast television 
Station. Duties will include program 
switching and satellite recordings 
Radio board operators are 
encouraged to apply Computer 
experience helpful but will train. 
Previous applicants are encouraged 
to reappry Send resume to Master 
Control Supervisor. WHSV-TV. 50 
North Man Street. Harnsortturg. VA 
22802.   EOE 
Earn Up to SSOO Per Weak • 
assembling products at home No 
e*penence. info. 1 985-6481700. 
Dept VA-4806 
■ualness Major - with good 
computer, telephone, and people 
skills to work approximately 15 
hours per week, irxiuckng Saturday. 
Send name and phone number to 
Box 2052. Harnsonburg VA 22801. 
Wsttrssttt and Cooks Needed - 
Apply at Jess' Lunch. Must be 
available to work lunches. 
SCTphornores and Juniors preferred. 
SERVICES 
Qultar Lessens for Beginners/ 
Merrnetlatae I have a BA n muse 
and I'm weSversed in many styles 




Female In hot pants 
to attend Nov. 11 
Better Than Ezra 
show' 
1HINANDOAH SHUTTLE 
can get you home for the r>i>lidj»\ 
or an) where you warn lo go' 
Airpont. tnttn simian. 
of ytmrfhrni door 
Vein seal 7 Reierve your KM now' 
1MOIi)»7» 
SPRING BREAK 
Wantedl Spring Breakers! Sun 
Coast vacations wants to send 
you on Spring Break to Cancun. 
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or 
Maiatlan for free! To find out 
how. cad 1-888777-4642 or email 
saleseHuncoastvacations com 
ae* 38021 Prices from 
$419. on the beach from $529. 
Reliable air to Cancun. Aceputco. 
Maiatlan. Jamaica. Bahamas, and 
South Padre. Mexico Special • free 
meals and free parties' Book by 
Nov 15th and save big1 Organue a 
group and travel free Break with 
the best, www stuoente*ore$$ com. 
Call for details and a free brochure. 
1800-787-3787 
el Spring fcesk Vaiaejiss - Pest 
prices guaranteed' Cancun, 
Jamaica. Bahamas, g Ftoncut Boot* 
eerty and receive tree meat pxtn Now 
fwmg campus reps! 180O234-7007. 
www.erHJresssummerfours.com 
Spring Break Party Cruatel Avoid 
flight concerns and sail from 
Florida. 5 days In Bahamas. $279* 
includes most meals! Get group - 
go freel 1800678-6386 
spnrigrjnpa4riraiie4.com 
Spring Break - Cancun. Jamaica. 
and all Florida destinations   Bost 
hotels, free parties, lowest prices! 
www oreaRersfravef. com 
1 800-9856789. 
Spring bt**k Heps heed**)    I i 
promote campus trips    Earn $. 
travel free! No cost   We train you 
1800367 1252 
www sonrgbfeMOtrect com 
AAAAI Spring Break Specials! 
Cancun and Jamaica from $389! 
Air. hotel, free meals. Award 
winning company! Group leaders 
free! Florida vacations $1291 
spnngOreaMravef.com 
1*006786386. 
Act Newl Guarantee the best 
Spring Break prices' South Padre. 
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas. 
Acapuico. Florida & Mardigras 
Reps needed travel free, earn 
$$$. Group discounts 'or 6* 
8008388203 www ~tvsuiTfours.com 
01. Absolute Lowest Spring 
■reak Prlcel  §2.  Reputable 
company, award winning customer 
service! <g*website) »3. Free meal 
plans' (Eaiiybudsl 04. Campus 
Reps earn $$. navel free! Enough 
reasons' 1 800-367 1252 
www. springoreahairect com 
Wring ■reak Partyl indulge m free 
travel, food, and parties with the 
best DJs and celebrities HI Cancun. 
Jamaica. Mazatian. and the 
Bahamas. Go to SfixfentCjfv.com. 
call 1-800-293 1443 or email 
Mr4vssHtuder1tcity.com 
#1 Spring Break Operator! Check 
our website tor the best deals! 
www.vagobondtourscom. Cancun, 
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida. 
Qnup rjasjrsjm an few ttpa. and 
cash. Call today- 1866-BAEAMX) 
PERSONALS 
SPRING BRKAK 20.12 
OSSMSj Jiimiae. . Baihatlm. Parlrv. 
tWiaawa, Aannwto, Hatvaa A Mow. 
I Kit Ml VI Sl<4 jlmuirdiMTw" 
I Rl h parties Ani euluM>e e-tniV 
Vwwws n VSHASHWUKSam 
for dnuU or trail I IMV426-771(1 
"irswonmis.A- 
Billl MOT. INTERNSHIPS 
KIK SI MMKR 2002 
hu» mier>iev.in( ji )MV   Build 
your rnume Earn o.er $7,000 f«j 
I hau a uill to Ugiauika 
Apply on line lotLiy' 
»»» liiilmriiMiiiliiN 1..111 
Travel/Study 
Frsncc/Svtilzerlund 
May 6 - 24. 2002 
*«'(■ ■ Okenr>    Chtilrri ■ Chutnmi 
Pnnrm r    Ri\ura ■ Zitru h 
tin""i ■ lntrittikrn • Bent 
Contact  Dr MunnHamlei Men 




S3.00 lor Hit DM II) worth 
$: 00 lor each add I 10 words 
Block ads arc SlO'inch 
AW accepting 
credit cards.'.' 
(Classified advertising only.) 
Visa or Master Card 
Call today 
to place your ad! 
S68-6U7 
Buy A Subscription to The Breeze! 
1 Name: 
Address: 
City: State 1   THE§BREEZE 
Return this coupon to: 
The Breeze 
James Madison University 
MSC 6805 
|                                      Anthony-Seeger Hall 








First Class $75 
No 
No 
Bulk Mail $30 
settle fw3 less tfen tfe best? 
Make \\ow tes&w&'m NOv! 
ti 
* 
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign 
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE 
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year! 
The Commons 




9m *.   jj<W l'1   "1 
South View   w n   H11 ,u 
Office Hours 
1   Mon-Fri 8:3oam-5:3o pm 
241 THE BREEZE ; MONDAY, NOV. 5, 2001 
YDA 
Young Democrats of America 
Be an American Patriot. 
On November 6th, VOTE! 
Freedom grants us no greater privilege than the 
right to choose our leaders. Some say there is no 
difference between the leaders of Virginia's parties. 
Don't believe them. On issues important to young 
people, the differences couldn't be more clear. 
See for yourself! And remember, 




Supports increased investment in our 
public schools, raising teacher salaries, 
reducing class sizes, and promoting real 
learning - not just rote memorization. 
Failed to pass a state budget • put a stop to 
raises for teachers; kids are forced to learn 
in trailers; classrooms are overcrowded and 
in need of repair. 
Uminiaii Pilot 3/10/01, S/ll/01 
The 
Environment 
Supports preserving precious farmland and 
open space - so Virginians can enjoy the 
outdoors, clean air and safe drinking water. 
Failed to pass a state budget - eliminating 
funds to preserve the open space and 
parkland where Virginians enjoy outdoor 
recreational activities. 
\1rgim<m Pilot 5/10/01, Richmond 7Jww Dispatch 1/4/01 
